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Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is an additive manufacturing technique

able to rapidly create parts directly from a CAD model using a laser to se-

lectively fuse successive layers of powder. However, defects can arise in SLM

parts due to incomplete fusion of the powder layers or thermal stresses intro-

duced by large temperature gradients during the part build. Accurate models

of the SLM process have the potential to reduce testing and experimentation

required when using new materials or part designs. By predicting part proper-

ties directly from the process inputs, problems such as incomplete melting or

thermal stresses introduced by large temperature gradients can be identified

and corrected.

Simulating the complete build of an SLM part is challenging, however,

due to the difference in scale between the size of particles being melted and the

size of the part being produced. Because of this, bed-scale continuum models,

in which the powder bed is represented as a continuous medium, are typically

used as the computational cost of resolving individual particles in a full-scale
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bed is prohibitive. However, continuum models require as inputs volume-

averaged, effective properties of the powder which are often unknown and

difficult to measure or obtain by experimental means. This thesis develops a

multi-scale modeling approach in which particle-scale models, where individual

particles are resolved in a small, representative, domain, are used to predict

the effective optical properties, thermal conductivity, and melt behavior of

a powder which are then used in a part-scale continuum model to predict

temperature history, melt percentage, and thermal stresses in an SLM build.

First, a transient, three-dimensional, finite volume thermal model is

developed and implemented in ANSYS Fluent. A domain of cells representing

multiple layers of a build is initialized, some with the properties of air and some

with the properties of powder, depending on cell location. A Gaussian heat

source representing the laser is applied to the top layer of powder cells. The

center of the Gaussian is varied with time along an established path to simulate

the motion of the laser along the powder bed. The three-dimensional unsteady

heat equation is solved to produce a temperature profile of the powder bed.

When the laser completes a full scan of the powder layer, the air cells directly

above the powder layer are re-initialized as powder cells and re-set to an initial

temperature, representing the addition of a new powder layer. The process

is repeated for each new layer. Temperature history results from the model

are validated against experimental data available in the literature and good

agreement is obtained. However, uncertainty quantification reveals large un-

certainties in the temperature prediction due to the uncertainty in the effective
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properties of the powder needed as model inputs. Effective thermal conduc-

tivity, absorptivity and extinction coefficient, and specific heat (incorporating

latent heat due to melting) are found to be the largest sources of uncertainty

and are therefore investigated further using detailed, particle-scale modeling.

Particle-scale modeling is accomplished using the Discrete Element

Method (DEM). The DEM represents particles in a domain as spherical con-

trol volumes which interact with each other via constitutive models for contact

mechanics and heat transfer. The effective absorptivity and extinction coef-

ficient of an SLM powder bed is calculated using a Monte Carlo ray tracing

algorithm in conjunction with the DEM. Random, loose packed, particle bed

structures are generated using the DEM and rays representing laser irradiation

are traced through the structures, tracking their interactions with particles.

By examining how energy is deposited in the bed, effective absorptivity and

extinction coefficients are calculated. Results are compared against previous

computational and experimental measurements for free, monodisperse, and

deep powder beds and good agreement is obtained. The effects of various

parameters relevant to SLM, such as laser spots size, particle emissivity, bed

depth, and polydispersity on extinction and absorption coefficients are ex-

plored computationally and quantified. Bed depth and particle emissivity are

found to have the most significant effect and thus correlations along with uncer-

tainties are developed for these parameters to allow the effective absorptivity

and extinction coefficient to be accurately set in SLM bed-scale models.

The effective thermal conductivity of a powder bed is calculated by
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generating random particle packing structures using the DEM and calculating

the heat transfer between the particles. A particle-particle contact conduction

model, a particle-fluid-particle conduction model, and a view factor radiation

model using ray-tracing for calculation of view factors and assuming optically

thick particles are used. A non-linear solver is used to solve for the particle

temperatures that drive the net heat transfer to zero for a steady state solu-

tion. The effective thermal conductivity is then calculated from the steady

state temperature distribution. Results are compared against previously pub-

lished experimental measurements for powder beds and good agreement is

obtained. The impacts of very high temperatures, finite bed depth, consoli-

dation, Young’s modulus, emissivity, gas conductivity, and polydispersity on

effective thermal conductivity are investigated. Bed temperature and gas con-

ductivity are found to have the largest effect on thermal conductivity and thus

an empirical relation for the effective conductivity as a function of these pa-

rameters is developed. Uncertainties quantification is performed to estimate

uncertainty in thermal conductivity from all uncertain inputs, thus allowing

thermal conductivity to be accurately set in SLM bed-scale models.

The melt fraction-temperature relationship for a powder undergoing

laser melting is calculated using a hybrid continuum-discrete methodology to

model the powder melting process. The DEM is used to generate random

packing structures of spherical particles. These structures are then placed on

top of a background mesh. The radiation transport, heat transfer, and fluid

flow equations are solved for on the mesh to simulate the melting behavior of
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the powder. The resulting total melt pool depth and width is calculated and

results compared against previously published experimental results for various

materials. Experimental results are shown to fall within a 90% confidence

interval of the simulation results given uncertainty estimates. Relations, with

uncertainty, are developed for the average melt fraction of the powder as a

function of the average temperature of the powder. The utility of these melt

fractiontemperature relations is established by using them to model phase

change using a continuum bed-scale model of the SLM process. It is shown

that the use of the developed relations captures partial melt behavior of the

powder that a simple melting model cannot. Furthermore, the model accounts

for both uncertainty in material properties as well as packing structure in the

final melt fraction-temperature relationship, unlike simple melting models.

Finally, a transient, three-dimensional, bed-scale coupled finite volume

thermal-mechanical model is developed using the particle-scale sub-models and

implemented in OpenFOAM. As with the ANSYS Fluent model, the laser is

represented as a time-varying Gaussian heat source applied to the top layer of

powder cells. The unsteady heat equation is solved to produce a temperature

profile of the powder bed. This temperature field is then used to generate a

thermal stress term in an elastic-plastic model. The elastic-plastic model uses

an iterative linear elastic relationship with a plastic corrector based on the

von Mises yield criterion to calculate the stress and displacement field in the

domain at each time step. Once the laser source completes its scan pattern,

the temperature, stress and displacement fields are evolved further without
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a heat source term until the domain is completely cooled in order to predict

residual stress development.

It is found that the convection coefficient of the thermal boundary

condition imposed on the bottom of the domain has a significant impact on the

resulting residual stress in a part. As this boundary condition depends in part

on the contact resistance between a part being built and the metal base plate

on which it is being built on, which is unknown, no simple mechanism exists

with which to set this simulation parameter. Therefore, a parameter sweep

is conducted and the convection coefficient calibrated based on the results.

Uncertainty quantification is performed based on the variability of the powder

bed porosity and results compared to experimental data for a single layer build.

Although porosity variability is able to account for some of the differences seen

between the predicted and experimental values, some experimental results are

found to lie outside the uncertainty bounds. This indicates that a more precise

calibration technique for the convection coefficient is needed. However, it is

seen that the expected variation in porosity results in large uncertainties in

residual stress, limiting the precision in such predictions.

The multi-scale modeling framework developed by this thesis presents

a novel way of using detailed, particle-scale simulations to predict effective

properties for bed-scale simulations of powder-based additive manufacturing

processes. Additionally, rigorous uncertainty quantification is applied to all

predictions, a practice that has generally been lacking in prior works simu-

lating additive manufacturing. Importantly, the framework developed here
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introduces a mechanism by which uncertainties can be propagated between

modeling scales. When particle-scales models are used to predict effective

properties with uncertainty, the resulting probability distributions can then

be used as inputs to uncertainty quantification routines at the bed-scale. This

thesis provides already developed correlations with the necessary uncertainty

estimates for the effective thermal conductivity, absorptivity and extinction

coefficient of metal powders and the temperature-melt fraction relationship

for 316 stainless steel powder. Finally, variation in powder packing structure

is identified as a significant source of uncertainty in all models, a factor that

is often overlooked in existing work.

Much works still remains to be done in the modeling of powder-based

additive manufacturing processes. As powder packing structure has been iden-

tified as a significant source of uncertainty, particle-scale modeling of powder

deposition processes could provide further insight into how to characterize

powder bed structures and possibly reduce the modeling uncertainty inherent

in them. Computational time remains a challenge as well. The builds modeled

in this work, even at the bed scale, are small compared to parts that are typ-

ically built using these processes, but still consume significant computational

resources. Improving model performance and developing fast, reduced-order

models will be key to simulating larger part builds and incorporating mod-

els into control and optimization routines. Also, phenomena such as micro-

structure formation, which can influence part material properties, have not

been considered as part of this work but are important considerations and op-
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portunities for future modeling work in order to fully understand the possible

variability in these processes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Free-form fabrication techniques reduce the cost of creating prototypes

or small batch parts by producing parts directly from CAD models without

part-specific tooling. Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is a promising free-form

fabrication process as it works with a wide variety of materials, particularly

metals. SLM produces a solid object by selectively fusing successive layers of

powder. A thin layer of powder is deposited on top of a piston. The surface

of the powder is then scanned by a laser with a modulated power, fusing the

powder to itself and the layer below where the cross-section is intended to

be solid and leaving it loose where it is not. When the scan of the layer is

complete, the piston holding the part is lowered, a new layer of powder is

deposited on top and the process repeats. A schematic of the process is shown

in Figure 1.1. After the build is complete, the loose powder is removed, leaving

the final part [42].

SLM, along with other additive manufacturing technologies, have led

to the creation of an entirely new manufacturing space that stands to have

enormous impact across a variety of industries. As SLM can produce metal
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of SLM Process

parts directly from a CAD model, manufacturing setup costs are reduced,

bringing down the cost of small-batch manufacturing for everything from re-

placement parts for military aircraft to components for rocket engines. Simi-

larly, increased customization is possible for things like medical implants and

prosthetics. SLM is also able to produce geometries which conventional manu-

facturing techniques cannot, enabling the fabrication of everything from more

effective heat exchangers for turbine blade cooling to more lightweight aircraft

parts [56].

Despite its current wide use, SLM is a process still in its infancy and

suffers from a number of limitations. Control of SLM processing parameters,

such as laser power, laser speed, scanning pattern, and powder pre-heating

temperature is critical for the creation of a high-quality part. Improper control

of these parameters can lead to geometric errors, incomplete melting, where

layers are not melted all the way through and do not adequately fuse to the

layer below, and over melting, where material is vaporized by the laser, creating
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pores. Furthermore, large thermal stresses can cause deformation, reduce part

performance, and even result in build failure [36]. However, it is difficult to

determine what the optimum processing parameters should be for a given part

geometry and material. Thus, experimentation is often required when using

new materials or geometries in order to determine the parameters needed to

produce an acceptable part (eg. [44]).

Also, no technique currently exists to predict whether or not produced

parts will meet imposed quality standards. Variability in geometric accuracy,

material properties, and defect formation is often observed in parts produced

with the same processing parameters between machines, between builds on the

same machine, and even between different regions of a powder bed in the same

build. This lack of consistency creates a challenge for the adoption of SLM in

critical applications such as medical devices or aerospace parts [15,56]. Builds

must often be individually validated, and certification is frequently done on a

per-machine or per-build basis as opposed to per-process [56].

Comprehensive and accurate computational modeling of the SLM pro-

cess has the potential to reduce the amount of manual experimentation and

testing required when producing and certifying a part. Models could theoreti-

cally be used to determine optimum processing parameters for a new material

or geometry, predict the quality of a part produced using a given set of pa-

rameters, and to inform control schemes [29].
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1.2 Bed-Scale Thermal Modeling of SLM

Numerous bed-scale models of laser-powder additive manufacturing

processes have already been developed [7, 11, 23, 30, 42, 45, 51, 58, 61, 66, 77].

These models approximate a powder bed as a continuous medium. The heat

equation, along with a laser source term, is discretized across the domain us-

ing a finite element or finite volume mesh and the resulting set of algebraic

equations solved to yield a prediction of the temperature and, in some cases,

stress distribution in the domain.

The first models developed of the laser melting process were 1D. Nelson

et al. [42] developed and implemented a 1D, unsteady model considering only

the variation of temperature with depth into the bed. When compared to

experimental data, the model was able to predict the general trend of melt

depth as a function of laser beam radius. While simple and easy to implement,

the 1D model is of limited utility as it cannot account for spatial variations

along the surface of the powder bed such as already consolidated material or

previously heated powder.

More recently, three dimensional models of the SLM process have been

introduced. Sun et al. [58] used a 3D finite element model implemented in AN-

SYS to predict the temperature profile and melting of an aluminum alloy. The

3D model is capable of predicting interactions with previously scanned areas

of the bed as well as the building of complex geometries. However, the model

relies upon a correlation for the effective thermal conductivity of the powder

whose uncertainty is not quantified, and does not consider laser penetration
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into the powder bed. Additionally, although experiments are conducted to ver-

ify the model results, no systematic uncertainty quantification is performed,

meaning the results can only be said to have qualitative agreement.

Various improvements to 3D models have been proposed. For example,

Zeng et al. [77] used an adaptive meshing technique to resolve the thermal solu-

tion in greater detail near the laser than in the rest of the powder bed in order

to reduce computational time. While they were able to reduce computational

time and results were consistent with those predicted using a uniformly refined

mesh, no uncertainty quantification or comparison to experimental results was

performed.

All of these models suffer from two shortcomings. First, bed-scale con-

tinuum models use volume averaged, bulk, material properties to represent the

behavior of the powder in the domain, thus avoiding the need to resolve every

powder particle individually [28]. This approach is advantageous as it saves

computational expense over resolving every individual particle but current

models have relied upon simple approximations to provide these bulk proper-

ties [23], and the uncertainty introduced by these approximations is difficult

to quantify.

Second, uncertainty quantification is not performed, meaning that model

predictions do not have uncertainty bounds attached to them indicating how

precise the prediction is estimated to be. Thus, even when simulations are per-

formed alongside experiments for validation purposes (e.g. [23]), only qualita-

tive comparison to experimental results is possible. Without an estimate of the
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probability distribution of a model prediction, it is impossible to say whether

an experimental results is consistent with the prediction in any meaningful

way. Not only has a lack of uncertainty quantification prevented systematic

model validation, but it also makes predictions of process variability impossi-

ble, a capability that is needed in order for produced parts to be certified to a

given specification.

1.3 Particle Scale Modeling of SLM

More recently, particle-scale modeling of the SLM process has become

more common [20, 27, 28, 31] Unlike bed-scale models, particle-scale models

resolve individual particles in the domain. While using a particle-scale model

to simulate a full-scale part build would be too computationally expensive,

particle-scale models of small portions of SLM powder beds have had success

in qualitatively explaining some phenomena occurring at the particle level [28].

Gurtler et al. [20] developed a volume of fluid (VOF) based model of the

laser melting processing including melt flow and solidification. However, only

regular, monodisperse packing structures were considered. Additionally, no

uncertainty quantification was performed, meaning only qualitative correlation

with experimental data was possible.

Khairallah et al. [28] developed a detailed model of the laser-powder

melting process including complex physics such as recoil pressure and Marangoni

convection. A sensitivity analysis was performed, but only a single parameter,

absorptivity, was considered. Model predictions for melt depth were shown to
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be consistent with experiments for the sensitivities considered. The model was

successful in explaining the phenomena of material spatter and denudation.

However, aside from this single-parameter sensitivity analysis [28], sys-

tematic uncertainty quantification has been absent from these detailed models

as well, making quantitative validation impossible. Additionally, these models

currently present no clear mechanism by which their results could be used to

inform a prediction about a domain on the order of a full-scale part.

1.4 Bed-Scale Stress Modeling of SLM

Models for predicting residual stress have begun to be reported in the

literature with varying degrees of complexity and resolution. Mercelis and

Kruth [36] proposed a simple analytical model for predicting the residual stress

in rectangular geometries.

Zaeh and Branner [76] developed a computational model for predicting

residual stress relying on effective heat sources, in which the detailed motion

of the laser is neglected and replaced with a lower-resolution effective heat

source approximating it in order to achieve faster computational time.

Li et al. [32] developed a multi-scale approach in which a detailed stress

simulation, resolving the laser motion fully on a small domain, was performed

and used to compute an effective stress profile for use in predicting the residual

stress in a full-size part.

Hodge et al. [23] developed a coupled thermal-mechanical model for the
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prediction of temperature and stress profiles during an SLM build with fully

resolved laser motion.

However, none of these works presented a quantitative uncertainty anal-

ysis and made only qualitative comparisons to experimental data.

1.5 Uncertainty Quantification

A focus of this thesis is uncertainty quantification. Many parameters

required as inputs to SLM process models are not known precisely and thus

have an uncertainty attached to them. For example, the emissivity of a metal

can vary greatly depending on surface properties such as polish and oxidation

that cannot be easily controlled. Thus, there is generally a known range of

emissivity values for a given material, not a single value. As emissivity greatly

effects how much laser energy is absorbed and reflected by a powder bed,

this can translate into large uncertainties in predicted temperature profiles

across the emissivity range. Other input parameters, such as laser powder,

laser spot size, specific heat capacity, and porosity are similarly only known

imprecisely and thus can lead to an uncertainty in the outputs. Additionally,

SLM powder beds are generally only 1-3 particle diameters thick, so the specific

configuration of the particles in particle-scale models can have a significant

impact on the result of a simulation. As the powder bed configuration is not

generally known, this also leads to an uncertainty on model outputs. Unless

the magnitude of these uncertainties on model outputs are quantified, it is

impossible to say quantitatively whether an experimental result agrees with
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the model prediction.

While uncertainty quantification is already being performed in fields

such as heat transfer [70] and fluid flow, it’s application to SLM modeling

is relatively new. The goal of uncertainty quantification is to represent the

stochastic relationship between the inputs and outputs of a model. The inputs

are represented as probability density functions and the goal is to determine

the probability density function of the output.

There are a number of techniques by which the probability density

function of a model output can be obtained. The simplest class of these are

sampling techniques, in which samples are drawn from known input proba-

bility distributions and used as model inputs [1]. The most basic of these

techniques is Monte Carlo sampling. In Monte Carlo sampling, input samples

are randomly drawn from the probability distributions of the model inputs.

The specific values drawn are used as inputs to the model and the model output

calculated. The process is repeated for a new set of randomly drawn inputs and

the model output values collected in order to construct a probability density

function. Monte Carlo sampling generally requires a large number of samples

in order to accurately calculate the output probability distribution [24]. For a

computationally expensive model, this can mean an unacceptably high number

of model runs.

The Monte Carlo technique can be improved upon by selecting samples

systematically instead of randomly. In Latin Hypercube sampling, samples

are generated that are evenly spaced in terms of probability [24], allowing an
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input distribution to be accurately sampled using fewer samples as each yields

more information than a random sample. Latin Hypercube sampling generally

outperforms Monte Carlo sampling in terms of number of model runs need to

reconstruct the output distribution for most cases [24].

Sampling techniques are advantageous because they are the most broadly

applicable. They can be used to calculate the output probability density func-

tion for any model given any type of input density functions. However, even

with more advanced techniques such as Latin Hypercube, large numbers of

samples are needed to accurately reconstruct an output distribution, making

direct sampling generally unfeasible for computationally expensive models.

Another class of uncertainty quantification techniques are reliability

methods. Reliability methods approximate the output probability distribution

of a model using gradients and, in some cases, optimization techniques [1]. The

simplest reliability method, the mean value method, approximates the mean of

the output distribution as the value of the model evaluated at the mean values

of all of the inputs and the variance as the sum of each of the input variances

multiplied by the square of the partial derivative of the model with respect

to that input [1]. This method requires relatively few model evaluations and

scales well with the number of random inputs. However, the results will only

be accurate for models that are close to linear and distributions that are nearly

Gaussian. Multi-modal distributions cannot be captured at all [1].

This simple reliability method can be improved upon in a variety of

ways. Optimization techniques can be used to minimize the distance between
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the computed mode of the model output distribution and the true mode. Sec-

ond derivatives of the model with respect to the inputs can be used to integrate

around the mode to more accurately reproduce the surrounding distribution.

Adaptive sampling can be used to improve the estimate further. Multi-modal

distributions can be approximated by optimizing in multiple regions of input

space to locate multiple modes and integrating around each one [1].

Reliability methods generally require the fewest model evaluations of

any of the uncertainty quantification techniques and may be the only option for

models with very large numbers of uncertain inputs. However, their ability to

accurately calculate a model output distribution is dependent on the properties

of the model and the input distributions. Convergence can also be an issue

if optimization techniques are being employed. Finally, there is not clear

mechanism to assess how accurately an output distribution is being calculated.

Another class of uncertainty quantification techniques are stochastic

expansion techniques. The general idea with these techniques is to use model

evaluations to build an easy to evaluate interpolant of the quantity of inter-

est as a function of the model inputs and sample it instead of the model [1].

Stochastic expansion techniques generally require many fewer model evalua-

tions than direct sampling techniques and are much more flexible than reliabil-

ity methods. The error in the interpolant fit can also be used as an indication

of how well the true output distribution is being calculated. However, the

number of model evaluations required to build the interpolant can increase

rapidly with an increasing number of uncertain model inputs.
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In this thesis, a stochastic expansion technique called the generalized

polynomial chaos (gPC) framework [69,70] is employed to perform uncertainty

quantification due to the flexibility of the technique and the ease with which

its accuracy can be assessed. Physical intuition and parameter sweeps are

used to identify inputs which have the largest impact on the uncertainty of

the output in order to keep the number of random inputs low. Smolyak sparse

grids [55] are also used to reduce the number of model evaluations required.

The model output is expressed as a polynomial expansion in the input

random variables with unknown coefficients as given in Equation 1.1 [70].

X(θ) = Σ∞j=0ajΦj(ζ(θ)) (1.1)

X is the quantity of interest, θ is a vector of model inputs, aj are the coefficients

of the expansion, Φj are the basis polynomials, and ζ is a vector of random

variables representing the input probability distributions. Φj are a tensor

product basis of Legendre polynomials for uniform random inputs and Hermite

polynomials for Gaussian inputs [69].

A stochastic collocation technique [16,68] is used in which the model is

solved deterministically at selected collocation points, sparsely distributed in

the space of possible input parameters [55]. These collocation points are then

used in interpolation schemes to reconstruct the coefficients of the polynomial

expansion. In this thesis, a Smolyak sparse grids are employed [55].

Once the coefficients of the expansion are known, the resulting response

surface may be sampled by drawing samples from the input distributions to
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predict a probability density function of the output. The standard deviation

of the output is a measure of the overall uncertainty in the model prediction

resulting from uncertainties in the inputs.

For particle-scale models, an additional source of uncertainty, packing

uncertainty is present. Packing uncertainty is due to the randomness inherent

in the generation of the powder packing structures. Since the initial positions

of the DEM particles in the domain are random, the resulting packing structure

of the settled particles is also random.

In this thesis, packing uncertainties are estimated by generating a num-

ber of different random powder bed configurations and using the average values

of the input parameters to run simulations on them. The resulting standard

deviation of the output quantities of interest is then a measure of the uncer-

tainty in the model prediction due to the randomness of the powder bed. To

estimate the overall uncertainty in the model prediction for models involv-

ing powder, the standard deviation due to packing uncertainty is added to

the standard deviation due to input uncertainty in quadrature. Agreement

with experimental results can then be quantitatively assessed based on the

predicted distribution functions.

1.6 Goals of Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to develop a multi-scale modeling framework

with uncertainty quantification that addresses the need for systematic uncer-

tainty estimation in additive manufacturing modeling and provides a mech-
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anism for using results and uncertainties from particle-scale models in larger

bed-scale models. The thesis has the following important components:

Sensitivity Analysis of Bed-Scale Continuum Models. In order to im-

prove the current state-of-the-art of bed-cale modling, it is important to under-

stand what are the most important parameters governing model accuracy. To

this end, this work seeks to implement a simple, bed-scale, finite volume heat

transfer model of the SLM process using ANSYS Fluent [2]. Unlike in previ-

ous bed-scale modeling, uncertainties in the model output, temperature, will

be systematically quantified using the Generalized Polynomial Chaos (gPC)

framework [69, 70], and its sensitivity to various input parameters assessed.

This model, described in Chapter 2, identifies absorption and extinction coef-

ficient, effective thermal conductivity, and melt behavior are identified as the

largest sources of uncertainty and thus further investigated using particle-scale

modeling.

Development of Discrete Element Model to Yield Powder Proper-

ties. Another important goal of the thesis is to improve the modeling at

the bed scale through the use of particle scale models for optical interactions,

heat transfer, and melting. In order to calculate absorption and extinction

coefficients for powders, the DEM will be used to represent a powder bed as

a series of spherical particles. A ray-tracing method, similar to that used by

Zhou and Zhang [79] will be used to predict how laser energy is deposited in
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the powder bed. The method will be extended by examining the effects of a

number of input parameters encountered in SLM and developing a correlation

with uncertainty.

Effective thermal conductivity will be calculated using the DEM through

techniques used previously by a number of groups [12,62,65,78] involving con-

stitutive models for particle to particle heat transfer. The approach will be

extended with the addition of ray-tracing based radiation heat transfer to

handle the high temperatures normally encountered in SLM. The effects of a

number of SLM parameters will be considered and correlations with uncer-

tainty developed.

Particle-scale melt behavior will be examined using a hybrid DEM-

continuum technique with volume of fluid interface tracking as is done by

Gurtler et al. [20]. Gurtler, however, only considers mono-disperse, regular

packing structures, making the quantification of uncertainty due to random,

polydisperse packing impossible. This work will consider random, polydisperse

packing structures, as well as other SLM input parameters and, for the first

time, develop a temperature-melt fraction relationship with uncertainty that

can be used in bed-scale simulations.

Coupled Thermo-Mechanical Model of SLM. The final goal of the the-

sis is to combine particle and bed-scale models to achieve a complete thermo-

mechanical model of the SLM process. A coupled thermal-mechanical model

will be implemented building upon the work of Hodge et al. [23]. This will
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be extended by leveraging the correlations for effective parameters developed

previously in this work and the application of uncertainty quantification to

identify the impact of the uncertain model inputs on the predicted residual

stress.

1.7 Outline of Thesis and Its Contributions

The goal of this thesis is to develop a model of the SLM process that

is capable of predicting a temperature and stress history with uncertainty

of a part produced using a given set of processing parameters. A multi-scale

modeling framework with uncertainty quantification is introduced that applies

systematic uncertainty estimation to identify the largest sources of uncertainty

in bed-scale models and uses particle-scale modeling to predict and estimate

uncertainties on input parameters that have the largest impact. In so doing,

this thesis introduces a mechanism for using results and uncertainties from

particle-scale models in larger bed-scale models.

The thesis is laid out as follows.

Chapter 1: Extended Abstract The chapter provides a brief summary

of the thesis and the primary results.

Chapter 2: Introduction This chapter introduces SLM, SLM process

modeling, and uncertainty quantification. The current state of SLM process

modeling is described along with existing shortcomings. The goals of this
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thesis in addressing some of those shortcomings are laid out along with the

approach that will be taken.

Chapter 3: Bed-Scale Thermal Model This chapter describes the of

bed-scale thermal model equations and the initial implementation using AN-

SYS fluent. It describes the uncertainty quantification and model validation

process and identifies the effective parameters that are the largest sources of

uncertainty and thus targets for particle-scale modeling.

Chapter 4: Particle-Scale Models This chapter describes the particle-

scale modeling approach, the DEM, and the generation of particle packing

structures. It details the specifics of the constitutive models used to predict

absorption and extinction coefficients, effective thermal conductivities, and

temperature-melt fraction relationships. It discusses the model validation done

for each particle-level model, the correlations developed, and the sources of

uncertainty in each of the predictions.

Chapter 5: Bed-Scale Stress Model This chapter describes the bed-

scale coupled thermal-mechanical model equations and their implementation

in OpenFOAM. It discusses model calibration necessary and the impact of

inherent uncertainties on the precision of residual stress predictions.

Chapter 6: Conclusions Describes results of the thesis as well as sugges-

tions for future work.
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The primary contributions of this thesis are:

• Coupled, bed-scale thermal-mechanical model of SLM process including

systematic uncertainty quantification and use of powder effective prop-

erties calculated from detailed models not previously reported

• Experimentally validated particle-scale laser-particle interaction model

predicting absorption and extinction coefficients of a powder. Quantifi-

cation of uncertainty sources and development of correlations for SLM-

specific scenarios not previously reported

• Experimentally validated particle-scale thermal conductivity model pre-

dicting effective thermal conductivity of a powder. Quantification of

uncertainty sources and development of correlations for SLM-specific

scenarios not previously reported

• Experimentally validated particle-scale melt model. Not previously re-

ported use of melt model to predict temperature-melt fraction relation-

ships of a powder with uncertainty

• New multi-scale framework for using results and uncertainties from particle-

scale simulations to bed-scale models
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Chapter 2

Bed-Scale Thermal Model

In this chapter, the governing differential equations for the thermal

model at the bed scale are introduced. The finite volume discretization scheme,

used for all bed-scale models, for solving the governing equations is described.

An initial implementation of the model in ANSYS Fluent is done and the

peak temperature rise after the laser irradiation of a powder bed is predicted.

Bed-scale effective properties are estimated based on the literature and un-

certainty bounds for these properties estimated. Uncertainty quantification

is performed and the resulting output probability distribution is compared to

experimental data from Wiria et al. [67]. The prediction is found to agree with

the experiment given the uncertainty bounds, but large uncertainties are found

to exist. The effective properties contributing the most to the uncertainty are

identified and will be the targets for particle-scale modeling in Chapter 3.

2.1 Governing Equations

Heat transfer within the SLM powder bed is governed by the enthalpy

equation [60].

∂Hp

∂t
= ∇ · (kp∇T ) + f(x, y, z, t) (2.1)
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kp is the thermal conductivity, T (x, y, z, t) is the temperature, Hp(x, y, z, t) is

the total enthalpy of the powder and f(x, y, z, t) is the heat source.

Enthalpy and temperature are coupled through the relationship [60]

Hp = (1− gp(T ))

∫ T

Tref

ρcsdT + gp(T )

∫ T

Tref

ρcldT + gp(T )ρL (2.2)

gp(T ) is the melt fraction, ρ is the density, cs and cl are the specific heats of

the solid and liquid phases, and L is the latent heat of fusion. In order for the

equations to be closed, the melt fraction function of the powder, gp(T ), must

be specified. Commonly, the lever rule is used as a simple relation between

melt fraction and temperature, g(T ) = T−Ts
Tl−Ts

, for T between Ts, the solidus

temperature, and Tl, the liquidus temperature. For materials with a single

melting temperature, Ts and Tl can be made arbitrarily close together. This

method assumes a homogeneous material and uniform melting within a sample.

As powdered materials are not homogeneous, finite rate transport effects are

critical in determining the rate of powder melting and thus the gp(T ) relation.

It is part of this work to develop an appropriate gp(T ) relationship for SLM.

The laser heat source is modeled as a Gaussian [42,57].

f = αI0βexp

(
−2

(x− xl)2 + (y − yl)2

ω2
− βz

)
(2.3)

α is the optical absorptivity of the powder bed, I0 is the laser intensity, xl and

yl are the x and y positions of the laser, ω is the laser characteristic radius

and β is the extinction coefficient.

The boundary of the domain, Ω is divided into Ω1, the top surface of the

powder bed, and Ω2, the remaining surfaces. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Adiabatic boundary conditions,
(
∂T
∂n

)∣∣
Ω2

= 0, are applied along Ω2. A mixed

Figure 2.1: Illustration of Computational Domain

convective-radiative boundary condition, k
(
∂T
∂n

)∣∣
Ω1

= h(T − T∞) + ασb(T
4 −

T 4
∞), is applied on Ω2.

For the thermal model, T and H are the output quantities of interest,

I0, xl(t), yl(t), and ω are controllable process inputs, and ρ, cs, cl, gp(T ), kp,

α, and β are properties of the material.

2.2 Implementation Details

The bed-scale thermal model is a multi-phase system consisting of pow-

der, consolidated (solid) material and a background gas (generally air). Ad-

ditionally, the composition of the domain changes over time as new powder

layers are added during the build. In order to model this, domains are ini-

tialized with an initial layer height. Material properties are then assigned in

the domain based on location. Cells that lie entirely below the layer height

are considered purely powder and those that lie entirely above it are consid-

ered purely air. Cells that cross the layer height are assigned a partial volume

fraction of air and powder based on their position. As powder melting occurs
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a new phase, consolidated material, is introduced. Based on results calcu-

lated from the thermal model, powder volume fractions are converted to solid

volume fractions in cells that have undergone melting. When a new layer is

added, the layer height is increased and the material properties of the cells

are re-computed to reflect the change. Material properties of cells that con-

tain a mixture of materials are computed using volume averaging as given in

Equation 2.4.

ζtotal = αpowderζpowder + αsolidζsolid + (1− αpowder − αsolid)ζair (2.4)

α is the volume fraction of each component and ζ is a given material property.

The solution to the thermal model is essentially an iteration between

the temperature and enthalpy variables as Equation 2.1 involves both of these

quantities. Since enthalpy is a function of temperature, a simple solution

procedure would be to use values of enthalpy from the previous iteration to

update the temperature field and iterate until the fields are consistent. How-

ever, this exhibits poor convergence and may not converge for cases when the

enthalpy-temperature curve is sufficiently steep [60]. A more robust method,

as suggested by Voller and Swaminathan [60], instead uses a Taylor series ex-

pansion to approximate the current iteration enthalpy from known values and

the current iteration temperature.

Hm+1 = Hm +
dH

dT

∣∣∣∣
Hm

[
Tm+1 − H−1

∣∣
Hm

]
(2.5)

m+1 indicates values at the current iteration while m indicates values at the

previous iteration. H−1 is the enthalpy inverse function which, given an en-
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thalpy, returns the temperature value that produces that enthalpy. The term

involving Tm+1 is added to the matrix diagonal while the remaining terms are

added to the right hand side. The equation is iterated until the temperature

and enthalpy fields are consistent.

2.3 Numerical Method

The governing equations discussed previously are discretized using a

finite volume discretization scheme. The domain is divided into polyhedral

cells. In the case of SLM powder beds, the domain is regularly shaped and

thus regular, hexahedral cells are used. The variable of interest (temperature)

is stored at each of the cell centroids. The thermal governing equation is

integrated over the cell control volumes to provide cell balances of energy for

each cell (a description of the stress calculation is given in Chapter 4). This

results in a system of N linear, algebraic equations with N unknowns, where

N is the number of cells in the domain, for each governing equation. The

resulting systems of equations are solved in matrix form and iterated until

convergence is reached between the systems.

2.4 Results

In order to validate the thermal model, results from the model are

compared to temperature measurements taken inside a build chamber using

infrared thermography by Wiria et al [67]. A stationary laser was applied to

a powder bed of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) for 0.2ms and then a temperature
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Figure 2.2: Temperature Profile Measured by Wiria et al [67]

measurement of the bed surface was taken approximately 1ms later using an

infrared camera. The image is shown in Figure 2.2.

No pre-heating of the powder bed was used, and a peak temperature of

368.66 K (70.66 K above ambient) was observed. Although no error bounds

on this measurement are given in the paper, the manufacturer or the infrared

camera used (TVS-2300ST by Avio Nippon Avionics Co., Ltd) reports their

instruments accurate to +/- 2K. The objective of the validation exercise is to

predict this maximum temperature, to quantify the uncertainty in the predic-

tion, and to identify the inputs which influence the outputs to the greatest

degree. The material properties of poly(vinyl alcohol) are widely available in

the literature. The properties of the laser used have been described by Wiria

et al [67]. Thus, the properties needed for the model are set as per Table 2.1.

For the validation, a solution domain of 1mm x 1mm x 0.5mm is used

and discretized into 100 x 100 x 50 hexahedral cells, for a total of 500,000
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Property Nominal Value
Laser Power 4 W [67]
Laser Beam Diameter 0.4 mm [67]
Laser Velocity 0 m/s [67]
Powder Density 1290 kg/m3

Powder Conductivity 0.15 W/mK [33]
Powder Specific Heat 0.0041T 2 + 3.7367T + 38.0621

J/kgK [33]
Reflectivity 0
Average Particle Diameter 0.15 mm [67]
Simulation Time 1.2 ms [67]
Time Step 0.00005 s

Table 2.1: Properties for Thermal Model Validation

cells. Since the measurement was taken with a stationary laser applied to a

powder bed of fixed height, the entire domain is initialized as powder cells

and the heat source applied to the top of the domain; the addition of layers

throughout the simulation is not needed.

A systematic quantification of the uncertainties in the simulation is

performed using the generalized polynomial chaos method to allow validation

against experimental data, along with sensitivity analysis to identify input

parameters whose uncertainties matter the most. The input parameters inves-

tigated are powder density, powder conductivity, powder specific heat, average

particle diameter, and simulation time. Laser power, beam diameter, and laser

velocity are assumed to have been well-determined by the experimental setup

and the effects of the reflectivity on the final peak temperature are considered

small.

The density of PVA in the literature is given as 1270-1310 kg/m3, de-
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pending on the degree of crystallization. Therefore, the distribution of powder

density is taken as uniform with minimum 1270 and maximum 1310 kg/m3.

The conductivity of solid PVA at ambient temperature is measured at 0.2

W/mK in the literature [33]. However, the conductivity of a powder will be

lower than that of the solid due to the air gaps between particles. Further-

more, PVA conductivity increases as temperature increases. To account for

these uncertainties, an effective powder bed conductivity is estimated to lie be-

tween 0 (as conductivities must be positive) and 50% above the value for the

solid conductivity at ambient temperature. Therefore, a uniform distribution

for thermal conductivity is assumed, spanning the range 0-0.3 W/mK.

The specific heat of PVA is given at various temperatures in [33] be-

tween 60 K and 300 K. A second degree polynomial is fitted to this data in

MATLAB using a least squares algorithm. The polynomial is used to calculate

the predicted specific heat for each temperature for which data is available and

is compared to the measured specific heat. The standard deviation of the mis-

fit is calculated at approximately 5%. However, we are primarily interested in

the value of the specific heat at temperatures above 300 K, for which no data

is available to calibrate a model. Additionally PVA undergoes a glass transi-

tion between 348 K and 358 K, during which a spike in specific heat over a

narrow temperature range is typical for polymers [13], similar to a latent heat

of fusion observed in metal alloys. As no data is available for the magnitude of

this spike in specific heat for PVA, the standard deviation is doubled (to 10%)

to account for possible error. Finally, the polynomial is used to evaluate the
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specific heat at the measured peak temperature (368.66 K) and 10% of this

value is taken as the standard deviation ( 200 J/kgK). Therefore, a random

variable with mean 0 J/kgK and standard deviation 200 J/kgK is added to the

specific heat calculation to account for errors in the curve fitting procedure as

well as uncertainties on the impact of glassification on specific heat. Further-

more, errors in the specific heat data from which the curve fit was obtained

are considered. The error in the specific heat measurements are reported to

be less than 0.5% [33]. Given that this is an order of magnitude less than the

curve fit error, it is neglected.

The average particle diameter of the powder used in the experiment is

reported to be 0.15 mm [67]. As no error bounds or method of measurement

were reported, a normal distribution is assumed with 10% of the measured

value being one standard deviation. Particle diameter is not used directly in

the model. However, as no method had yet been developed for estimating the

absorption coefficient, β, of a powder at the time the validation was conducted,

it is approximated as the inverse of the average particle diameter. Thus,

this uncertainty in particle diameter is meant to incorporate not only the

uncertainty in the particle diameter measurement, but also the uncertainty in

the approximation of β.

As the temperature measurement in the experiment was taken after

applying the laser to the powder bed for 0.2ms and then waiting approximately

1ms after the laser was turned off, some uncertainty is present as to at what the

final simulation time should be. To capture the approximate nature of the wait
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Input Distribution
Powder Density Uniform (1270-1310 kg/m3)
Powder Conductivity Uniform (0.0-0.3 W/mK)
Specific Heat Error Normal (µ = 0 σ = 200

J/kgK)
Particle Diameter
( 1
β
)

Normal (µ = 0.15 σ = 0.015
mm)

Simulation Time Normal (µ = 1.2 σ = 0.25
ms)

Table 2.2: Thermal Model Input PDFs

time, a standard deviation of 0.25 ms is assumed. The simulation time is thus

assumed normally distributed with a mean of 1.2 ms and a standard deviation

of 0.25 ms. The uncertain parameters and their probability distributions are

summarized in Table 2.2.

Using these probability distributions, collocation points based on the

Smolyak sparse grid [55] are generated, and used as inputs to the model. The

peak temperature rise is calculated for all cases and a 3rd order polynomial

response surface is fit to the results. Sensitivities are calculated using the

elementary effects method, in which a single input is chosen and all other

input are held constant at their mean values. The value of the derivative of

the quantity of interest with respect to the chosen input is obtained at each

of the collocation points using finite difference with respect to the input at its

mean value. The values of the derivatives at all of the collocation points are

then averaged to create a mean sensitivity with respect to the input as well

as a standard deviation. These sensitivities are a measure of how much the

quantity varies with each input. The mean and standard deviations resulting
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Input Sensitivity Mean Sensitivity Stan-
dard Deviation

Powder Density 1.99 K/(kg/m3) 0.4 K/(kg/m3)
Powder Conductivity 12.0 K/(W/mK) 5.66 K/(W/mK)
Specific Heat Error 47.8 K/(J/kgK) 15.2 K/(J/kgK)
Particle Diameter 43.8 K/m 14.5 K/m
Simulation Time 7.56 K/ms 4.64 K/ms

Table 2.3: Thermal Model Sensitivities

from this procedure are shown in Table 2.3. The results indicate that the

largest sensitivities of the peak temperature rise are with respect to the specific

heat.

Additionally, the PDF of the quantity with respect to each individual

input is obtained by holding all other inputs at their mean values and sampling

the response surface across the probability range of each individual input. The

standard deviation of the resulting quantity is a measure of the global sensi-

tivity of the quantity to the specific random input. The means and standard

deviations of the peak temperature rise generated by sampling the response

surface along one parameter while holding all other parameters at their mean

values are shown in Table 2.4. These results are in agreement with the results

of the sensitivity derivatives, as the most sensitive parameter, given by the

largest standard deviation, is the specific heat.

The probability distributions of the response surface sampled by vary-

ing each of the parameters individually are given in Figure 2.3. These distri-

butions show the probability of each temperature increase achievable within

in the input range of the random variable being sampled. The probability of a
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Input Mean Standard Devia-
tion

Powder Density 76.0 K 0.555 K
Powder Conductivity 76.2 K 3.18 K
Specific Heat Error 76.6 K 7.33 K
Particle Diameter 76.6 K 6.66 K
Simulation Time 76.0 K 1.28 K

Table 2.4: Means and Deviations of Temperature Rise with Respect to Indi-
vidual Parameters

temperature value is calculated as the probability of the input variable taking

the value needed to produce the given temperature.

The overall probability distribution generated by sampling the response

surface over the entire input parameter space is given in Figure 2.4. The mean

is 77.4 K and the standard deviation is 10.7 K, some 14% of the mean. Thus,

significant uncertainty in the output temperature prediction exists.

Thus far, we have quantified the uncertainty in the quantity of interest

resulting from input uncertainties. However, error is also introduced into the

model due to numerical discretization. The accuracy of the model may be

improved and the discretization error estimated using mesh refinement and

Richardson extrapolation [49]. However, this approximation only holds if the

discretized solution is asymptotically approaching the true value. To assess

the validity of the approximation, the peak temperature is calculated using

grid sizes of h/1.5 and h/2 (the number of cells in each dimension multiplied

by 1.5 and 2, respectively). In the asymptotic regime, the difference between

the peak temperatures calculated on finer and finer grids should be decreasing.
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Figure 2.3: PDF of Peak Temperature With Respect to Individual Inputs [37]
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Figure 2.4: PDF of Peak Temperature Rise With Respect to All Inputs [37]

Mesh Size Peak Temperature
Rise

100 x 100 x 50 80.624 K
150 x 150 x 75 81.005 K
200 x 200 x
100

80.926 K

Table 2.5: Mesh Refinement Study

The results of the mesh refinement study using the nominal property values

listed in Table 2.1 are shown in Table 2.5.

As can be seen, the difference between T1 and T1.5 is approximately 0.4

K and the difference between T1.5 and T2 is approximately 0.1 K, indicating

both that the solution is asymptotically approaching a single value and that

the discretization error is small compared to the standard deviation calcu-

lated in the sensitivity analysis. Thus, the discretization error is neglected for

this calculation. The predicted maximum temperature is then obtained from

Figure 2.4, giving a value of 77.4 K with a standard deviation of 10.7 K. Com-

paring this with the value measured in [67], it can be seen that the measured
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peak temperature rise (70 K +/- 2 K) is within one standard deviation of the

mean predicted by the model. However, the relatively large standard deviation

compared to the magnitude of the temperature increase suggests that the un-

certainty in model inputs must be reduced to improve prediction accuracy and

to reduce the standard deviation of the predicted quantity. The results of the

sensitivity analysis provide directions for future improvements. The largest

sensitivities were calculated on the specific heat, particle diameter (and thus

the absorption coefficient), and effective thermal conductivity. Therefore, re-

ducing the uncertainty in these inputs is expected to have the largest effect

on improving the predictions of the model as a whole. These quantities will

thus be the targets for uncertainty reduction using particle-level modeling in

Chapter 3.

2.5 Conclusions

A bed-scale thermal model of the SLM process is developed and imple-

mented in ANSYS Fluent. The model is validated against experimental data

available in the literature for a stationary laser. In order to quantitative assess

agreement between the model prediction and experimental result, a system-

atic uncertainty analysis is performed. The model prediction is found to agree

with the experimental result, given the calculated uncertainty. However, the

uncertainty on the model prediction is found to be large due to the uncertainty

on the effective thermal conductivity, specific heat (including heat of melting),

and absorption coefficient. In the following chapter, detailed, particle-scale
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models will be developed and implemented to allow these properties to the

calculated more exactly.
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Chapter 3

Particle-Scale Models

The bed-scale thermal model, described in the previous chapter, treats

the heat transfer in the SLM powder bed using the enthalpy formulation of the

heat conduction equation given in Equation 2.1. While density can be easily

measured, and is often provided by the powder manufacturer, specific heat

does not change when the solid material is powderized, and laser properties

are either known or controllable, bulk properties such as extinction coefficient,

effective optical absorptivity, effective thermal conductivity, and temperature-

melt fraction relationships cannot be so easily inferred, and were identified

as large sources of uncertainty for the bed-scale thermal model. While these

properties may be available for the solid material, there is no assurance that

they will not change significantly when the material is in powdered form.

Thus, particle scale models are used to determine these properties. In this

chapter, the development of particle scale models to compute absorption and

extinction coefficients, effective thermal conductivities and temperature-melt

fraction relationships using the DEM is described.

Particle-scale models generally use domain sizes on the order of 100

microns and simulation times of no more than a few milliseconds, as shown
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in Figure 3.1. Thus, they are generally not suited for modeling the build of

entire parts. However, by using particle-scale models on small, representative,

domains of a powder bed, powder effective properties can be calculated for use

in bed-scale models.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of SLM process at bed scale, and inset showing particle-
scale domain

The Discrete Element Method (DEM), as implemented in the open

source software MFiX [17], is used in all of the particle-scale models. An

SLM powder bed is represented as a series of spherical particles, each with a

position and radius [17, 40]. As the particles are made up of solid material,

the known properties of the solid materials, not the powderized material, can

be used as inputs. Particle packings are generated by inserting particles at a

random location on the top of the domain and allowing them to interact with

other particles and respond to gravitational forces. Particles with different

sizes and material properties can be inserted with a user-specified distribution

[40]. Particles interact with each other using a spring-dashpot model in which

contact forces are generated based on the degree overlap a particle has with
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its neighbors (described in detail by Garg et al. [17]). Once the particles

settle, their positions and properties can be used as inputs to other constitutive

models.

In this thesis, mono-disperse and Gaussian particle size distributions are

used. Log-normal particle size distributions are also commonly encountered

in real powders. King et al. [29] found that the powder used in their single

track melt experiments was best characterized using a log-normal distribution.

However, for small enough standard deviations, the porosity of a powder bed

generated using a Gaussian size distribution is found to be similar to that of

a powder bed generated using a log-normal distribution. For example, the

stainless steel powder used by King et al. [29] was log-normal with a mean of

27 µm and a standard deviation of 4.25 µm. The average porosity of a powder

bed generated with the DEM using this distribution is found to be 0.66 with

a standard deviation of 0.05. The average porosity of a bed generated using

a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and standard deviation is found

to be 0.63 with a standard deviation of 0.05. Thus, it is concluded that log-

normal particle distributions can be reasonably approximated using Gaussian

particle distributions in the particle-scale models.

3.1 Optical Model

The optical model is used to determined effective extinction and ab-

sorption coefficients for a powder bed. Since randomly packed beds contain

openings, laser radiation applied to the surface is not all absorbed at the
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surface, but can penetrate into the bed through multiple reflections from par-

ticle surfaces. The extinction coefficient is a measure of how far the radiation

can reach into the bed and is a function of bed geometry, particle size, and

particle absorptivity/reflectivity. Additionally, the complex geometry of the

powder bed surface means that the bulk absorptivity of the bed as a whole

(the ratio of total power absorbed by the bed to incident power) can be less

than or greater than the absorptivity of the smooth solid material.

Several studies have used Monte Carlo methods to determine the extinc-

tion coefficient in packed beds by measuring the fraction of emitted rays that

are able to travel a given distance inside the bed [10,74]. Others have proposed

theoretical models and compared them to Monte Carlo results [26,52]. Zhou et

al. [79] used a Monte Carlo approach to apply a random uniform distribution

of rays to the top of a bed of packed spheres and calculate how the flux dimin-

ishes with depth into the bed. However, none of these works consider scenarios

encountered in the SLM process. Specifically, the polydispersity of powdered

materials, a thin bed with a solid, partially reflective, lower boundary, and

the presence of a small laser spot size were not considered. In this work, all

of these effects are considered and their impacts on the extinction coefficient

and effective absorptivity quantified, thus allowing the accurate calculation of

these quantities for use in SLM bed-scale models. Considering all these effects

enable critical parameters to be set correctly as the beam encounters various

depths of powder due to build complexity, corners, overhangs, and the like.
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3.1.1 Modeling Approach

The powder bed is represented using the DEM as a series of spherical

particles, each with a position, radius, and optical absorptivity. The extinc-

tion and effective absorption coefficient of a powder bed are calculated using

a ray tracing technique. Ray tracing is only valid in the geometric optic limit

in which the ratio of the characteristic length to the wavelength of the laser

is much greater than one [79]. For a spherical particle, this means that Equa-

tion 3.1 must be satisfied.

πDp

λ
� 1 (3.1)

Dp is the particle diameter and λ is the laser wavelength. As all results in this

work are calculated using the geometric optic assumption, it must be verified

that this assumption is valid for any specific laser and powder before these

results can be used.

Rays, each with a power of 1, are fired into the domain downwards from

the top boundary. Each ray originates from a random x and y location and

106 rays are fired in each calculation to approximate the effects of a continuous

radiation source. 106 was selected as it results in an uncertainty due to the

randomness of the ray generation that is an order or magnitude less than

uncertainties due to the randomness of the powder bed geometries. For each

ray, a ray tracing algorithm [18] is used to determine which particle sphere the

ray intersects first. The location of the ray-particle interaction is recorded,

along with the amount of energy deposited, which is determined as the product
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of the ray power and the particle absorptivity. The remaining power is then

reflected, either specularly or diffusely.

For specular reflection, the direction of the reflected ray is found using

the laws of reflection, namely, the incident ray, surface normal, and reflected

ray are all in the same plane at the point of intersection, and the angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. Thus, the reflected direction is

given by Equation 3.2 [79].

ui,2 = ui,1 + 2nicos(θ) (3.2)

ui,2 is the direction vector of the reflected ray, ui,1 is the direction vector of the

incident ray, ni is the unit vector normal to the surface of the sphere the ray

intersected at the point of intersection and θ is the angle between the incident

ray and the surface normal, given by Equation 3.3 [79].

θ = arcos(−[u1,1n1 + u2,1n2 + u3,1n3]) (3.3)

For diffuse reflection, each ray is reflected in a random direction in

the outward facing hemisphere from the point of intersection to capture the

diffuse nature of the reflection. In this case, a coordinate shift centered about

the point of intersection is performed to calculate the direction of the reflected

ray. The unit vectors, i2, j2, and k2 of the shifted coordinate system are given

by Equations 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 [79].

k2 = ni (3.4)
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i2 =
k2 × k1

|k2 × k1|
(3.5)

j2 = k2 × i2 (3.6)

k1 is the z-aligned direction vector in the primary coordinate system. A ran-

dom point on the unit sphere centered at the point of intersection is cho-

sen in the new coordinate system using the Marsaglia rejection method [34].

An additional rejection criterion is applied that the chosen point must have

a non-negative k2 component to ensure that a point on the outward facing

hemisphere from the intersection is chosen. Finally, the vector determined

by connecting the intersection point with the point chosen by the Marsaglia

method is shifted back to the original coordinate system by multiplying by the

matrix in Equation 3.7 [79]. ∣∣∣∣∣∣
i2,1 j2,1 k2,1

i2,2 j2,2 k2,2

i2,3 j2,3 k2,3

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.7)

i2,i , j2,i, and k2,i are the vector components of the i2, j2, and k2 unit vectors

in the original coordinate system. Reflected rays continue to be traced until

they either exit the domain or their power falls below 1% of their initial value.

3.1.2 Results and Discussion

In order to demonstrate the capability of the model in calculating op-

tical properties of powders, the model is applied to free (bed depth much

greater than laser penetration depth), monodisperse powder beds and the re-

sults are compared to existing experimental and computational results from
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the literature. All units of length are non-dimensionalized by the radius of the

particles in order to maintain generality. The beds generated have dimensions

20Rx20Rx20R. In order assess the impact of the randomness of the bed gener-

ation on the calculated quantities, 30 different powder beds are generated with

the same dimensions and results are averaged across them. Average properties

for the powder beds generated are shown in Table 3.1. These properties are in

Property Mean
Value

Deviation

# of Particles 1098 4.4
Porosity 0.425 0.002
Avg Coordina-
tion Number

5.13 0.1

Table 3.1: Average Powder Bed Properties

general agreement with those of Zhou et al [79], who used a gravitational min-

imization technique to generate packing structures computationally. A sample

packing structure is shown in Figure 3.2.

Previous works have examined the transmittance of powder beds of

specularly reflecting spheres with solid absorptivity of 0.4, which is defined as

the incident radiative flux at a given depth in the bed divided by the incident

flux at the surface of the bed. Transmittance is related to the extinction

coefficient by the Beer-Lambert law, given by Equation 3.8.

T = I/I0 = e−βz (3.8)

In order to validate against the existing literature, the transmittance is mea-

sured at various bed depths using the current specular model with a solid
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Figure 3.2: Sample Packing Structure

absorptivity of 0.4 by tracking the number of rays that are incident to the

horizontal plane at the given depth divided by the total number of rays fired.

Uncertainties are due to the random nature of the packing structures gener-

ated and are estimated by calculating the transmittance across all 30 different

packing structures and taking the standard deviation of the result. The re-

sults are shown in Figure 3.3. Error bars represent two standard deviations

for a 96% confidence interval. As no uncertainty estimates were given by the

works used for comparison, it is difficult to quantitatively assess agreement.

However, values from this study show good general agreement, particularly for

shallower depths. As depth increases, uncertainties begin to dominate as the

transmittance becomes more and more sensitive to differences in powder bed

geometry. As few rays are able to penetrate to larger depths, slight differences

in geometry (i.e., a pore extending from the surface to the given depth) can
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of Transmittance Measured/Calculated by Previous
Works and Current Model [8, 52,79]

have a large impact on the number of rays that can reach that depth. The

extinction coefficients (normalized by the particle radius) calculated using the

Beer-Lambert law from each of these sets of data are given in Table 3.2. As

Data βR Deviation
Singh & Kaviany 0.7 0.1
Chen & Churchill 0.75 0.08
Zhou et al 0.70 0.02
Current 0.7 0.1

Table 3.2: Comparison of Extinction Coefficients

can be seen, all studies are within range of each other given the error.

In SLM calculations, generally it is not the transmittance of a powder

bed that is needed, but rather the amount of energy absorbed below a given

depth. This is given by Equation 3.9.∫ ∞
z

εI0e
−βζ dζ =

1

β
εI0e

−βz (3.9)
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This allows the amount of energy absorbed between two depths in the bed to

be calculated as a simple difference. This quantity is calculated by recording

the location of every ray-particle interaction in which energy is absorbed by a

particle and the amount of energy absorbed. The amount of energy absorbed

below a certain depth can then be determined by summing up the energy

absorbed in all interactions below a given depth. This quantity is plotted

in Figure 3.4 for both specular and diffusely reflecting particles with solid

absorptivity of 0.4. The error bars indicate two standard deviations.

Figure 3.4: Energy Absorbed with Powder Bed Depth

The extinction coefficient can be calculated from this data by curve fit-

ting an exponential decay function using a Levenberg-Marquardt least squares

minimization algorithm [47] and taking the negative of the exponential factor.

This gives an extinction coefficient of 0.58/R with a standard deviation of

0.02/R for specular particles and 0.61/R with a standard deviation of 0.02/R

for diffuse particles. The total powder effective absorptivity (ratio of energy
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absorbed by the powder bed to energy incident on the powder bed) can then

be calculated as the value of the absorption profile at a depth of zero times

the extinction coefficient. This gives an effective absorptivity of 0.46 with a

standard deviation of 0.01 for specular and 0.43 with a standard deviation of

0.01 for diffuse. As can be seen, assuming specular or diffuse reflections has

little difference on the calculated optical properties. Extinction coefficients

are identical to within the uncertainty and absorptivities differ only by 6%.

Thus, all particles will be assumed to be specular for the remainder of this

work. The extinction coefficients calculated by this method differ somewhat

from those calculated using the transmittance. This can be explained by the

fact that both the Beer-Lambert law (equation 3.8) and the formula for energy

absorption with depth given by equation 3.9 apply to continuous media and

thus their application to powder beds is an approximation. However, since it

is usually the energy absorption profile and not the transmittance that is used

in SLM simulations, the absorption profile method will be used to calculate

extinction coefficients for the remainder of this work.

In order to examine the effect of various parameters on extinction and

absorption coefficients, absorption profiles are calculated for powder beds that

are not free (i.e., beds that are not infinitely deep). These are encountered

in SLM applications when a fresh layer of powder is spread on top of an al-

ready sintered layer. This situation is simulated by considering a very thin

domain with a bottom boundary that has the same optical properties as the

powder particles. That is, rays intersecting the bottom boundary will be par-
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tially absorbed (with solid absorptivity equal to that of the powder particles)

and the remainder reflected back up into the domain to possibly interact with

additional particles. The same packing configurations already generated are

used for these scenarios by simply discarding all particles that extend above a

certain cutoff. The resulting absorption profile, averaged over all packing con-

figurations, for powder beds with solid, partially reflecting bottom boundaries

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 20 particle radii from the bed surface is shown in Figure 3.5.

Error bars indicate two standard deviations.

Figure 3.5: Energy Absorbed with Powder Bed Depth (Specular)

As can be seen in Figure 3.5, the presence of a solid bottom boundary

has a large impact on the absorption profile at shallow depths, but this effect

diminishes quickly as the boundary is moved deeper into the bed and by a

depth of 6 particle radii the results are indistinguishable from the results for

a free bed given the uncertainties. Also note the presence of a kink in the

absorption curve for a solid boundary at 4R that occurs at a depth of approx-
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imately 2R. This is due the fact that rays are bouncing off of the solid bottom

boundary and being absorbed primarily by particles in the very bottom layer,

as these are the closest to the boundary. Thus, the rate at which energy is

being deposited with depth for the bottom layer of the bed (a depth of 2R-4R

in this case) is larger than for the depths just above it, leading to a kink in

the absorption profile. Beds with only 2R of depth do not experience this

effect as there is only a single layer and for beds with depths greater than 4R,

not enough energy is reaching the bottom boundary to have the reflections off

of it make a significant impact. The calculated values for the extinction and

absorption coefficients are plotted against the depth of the solid boundary in

Figure 3.6.These results indicate that absorption depends a lot on the part

geometry and the presence of powder versus solid layers and is not just a func-

tion of powder or bulk properties. This can have tremendous implications on

the part quality and part certification.

As a reflecting boundary at shallow depths reflects energy back into the

upper layers of the particle bed that would otherwise be transmitted deeper, it

is expected that the extinction coefficient would be increased for these cases,

which is indeed what is shown in Figure 3.6. It also shows that the absorp-

tion coefficient is increased by the presence of a shallow reflecting boundary,

meaning that more total energy is absorbed by the bed for these cases as well.

Next, the effect of solid absorptivity is examined. Solid absorptivity is

the ratio of the amount of radiation absorbed by a solid surface to the amount

incident on it. Solid absorptivity enters the calculation whenever there is a ray-
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Figure 3.6: Variation of absorption and extinction coefficients as a function of
depth of the solid boundary

particle interaction. The amount of the ray’s energy that is absorbed by the

particle is determined by the solid absorptivity and the remainder is reflected.

In general, solid absorptivity is a function of the wavelength of the incident

radiation, which is determined by the properties of the laser being used in SLM,

and can vary from 0 (no absorption) to 1 (complete absorption). Figure 3.7

shows the absorption profiles for beds with solid absorptivities ranging between

0.1 and 0.9. In all previous scenarios, the solid absorptivity was set to 0.4.

Again, uncertainties are the result of averaging over 30 different randomly

packed beds and error bars represent two standard deviations.

As can be seen, very low solid absorptivities have an impact on the ab-

sorption profile of the powder bed, but the magnitude of this impact decreases

as the absorptivity approaches 1. The resulting bed extinction and absorption

coefficients are plotted against solid absorptivity in Figure 3.8. Although both
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Figure 3.7: Absorption Profiles for Different Solid Absorptivities

Figure 3.8: Variation of absorption and extinction coefficients as a function of
solid absorptivity
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the extinction and absorption coefficients vary with the solid absorptivity, the

variations are smaller than those observed due to a shallow bed depth. For ex-

ample, across the range of solid absorptivities, the extinction coefficient varies

by about 50%, whereas it changed by almost a factor of 4 for shallow depths.

This is consistent with findings of other groups [52] that the extinction coeffi-

cient is a function mostly of geometry as opposed to the properties of the solid

material.

The size of the laser spot can also have an impact on the absorption

profile of a powder bed. All previous calculations have assumed that radiation

is incident over the entire surface of the domain. However, in SLM this is not

the case. Radiation is due to a laser spot applied to a small portion of the

domain. If the radius of the laser is small compared to the particle radius, this

may have an impact on the calculated optical properties. Thus, calculations

are run with the area on the top surface of the domain in which rays are

fired restricted. Instead of rays originating from anywhere on the top surface,

a spot on the surface is randomly chosen and rays are fired over a square of

fixed dimension. The square dimensions can be varied to approximate different

laser spot sizes relative to the particle size. The center of the simulated laser

is placed in 5 different random locations on each of the 30 packing structures

to estimate the uncertainties. The absorption profiles calculated for different

laser sizes are shown in Figure 3.9.

Although the absorption profiles are not significantly altered by the

laser spot size, what is most notable is the change in the uncertainties. The
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Figure 3.9: Absorption Profiles for Different Laser Spot Sizes

smaller spot sizes have very large uncertainties which diminish as the spot size

grows. This is due to the fact that for small spot sizes, the results are high

geometry dependent. The way in which energy is absorbed when a laser spot

the size of a particle diameter is placed directly over a particle will be very

different than if it were placed directly over a gap between two particles.

To emphasize this, Figure 3.10 shows the variation of the extinction

and absorption coefficients with different laser spot sizes along with the uncer-

tainties. This indicates that for more predictable part quality, one needs to use

wider laser beams relative to the particle size. As can be seen, for small laser

radii, the uncertainties in the extinction and absorption coefficients are so large

as to make the calculation nearly useless. For such scenarios, approximating a

powder bed as a continuum for purposes of calculating energy absorption from

laser radiation is invalid and individual powder particles must be resolved in

order to combat uncertainties in powder bed geometry. It is not until the laser
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Figure 3.10: Variation of absorption and extinction coefficients as a function
of laser spot size

radius reaches 5R that the uncertainties drop to values comparable to what

was seen with rays fired from everywhere in the domain.

Finally, the previous calculations have not considered the fact that pow-

ders are generally not monodisperse (all particles the same size), but rather

contain a distribution of particle sizes. In order to study the effects of poly-

disperse powder beds, packings are generated with particles of different sizes.

When a particle is added to the domain, it is added not only at a random

location, but also with a random diameter. For simplicity, a Gaussian parti-

cle size distribution is assumed, although the process can be used to simulate

other distributions as well. The Gaussian assumption simplifies the analysis

significantly as these distributions are completely determined by only two pa-

rameters (mean and standard deviation), thus reducing the parameter space

to explore. The Gaussian distribution is split into nine bins, each with a
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representative diameter and a fraction of the total number of particles deter-

mined by the Gaussian. Particles entering the domain then get assigned one

of the nine possible diameters based on the probability of each. Once the

beds are generated, rays are fired and traced through the domain to calculate

the optical properties exactly as was done for the monodisperse cases, with

uncertainties being calculated by averaging over 30 different beds all with the

same size distribution. All distributions have a mean diameter of 1, but the

standard deviations of the distribution is varied and the resulting absorption

profiles shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Absorption Profiles for Different Size Distributions

Small standard deviations of mean particle diameter have almost no

measurable effect on the absorption profile. It is only for standard deviations

closer to 1R that the impacts can be clearly seen. Uncertainties also increase

with larger standard deviations as there are now additional sources of geo-

metric uncertainties, particle sizes as well as particle positions. The variation
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of extinction and absorption coefficient with the standard deviation of the

particle diameter distribution is shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Variation of absorption and extinction coefficients as a function
of particle size distribution

The largest variations of both extinction and absorption coefficient

come from the presence of a solid boundary at a shallow depth relative to

the particle radius. In order to provide easy calculation of these coefficients

for SLM modeling applications, exponential decay functions are fit to the data

from Figure 3.6 for specular particles with a solid absorptivity of 0.4 and a

solid boundary between 2 and 8 particle radii in depth. Equation 3.10 shows

the developed relation for the extinction coefficient,

β = 12.64e−1.06z + 0.58 (3.10)

where z is the depth of the solid boundary, and both z and β are normalized by

the particle radius. Comparison of the empirical relation with the calculated
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data shows that the maximum error committed by using the relation is 0.02/R.

Equation 3.11 shows the relation developed for the absorption coefficient,

αeff = 2.48e−0.81z + 0.50 (3.11)

where z is the depth of the solid boundary and is normalized by the particle

radius. Comparison of the empirical relation with the calculated data shows

that the maximum error committed by using the relation is 0.01. For solid

boundaries greater than 8 particle radii in depth, the results from the calcu-

lations without a solid boundary can be used. This gives a quantitative value

for the range of the influence of overhangs and edges on parts produced.

The extinction and absorption coefficients also vary significantly with

the solid absorptivity of the particles. Empirical relations are developed for

these results as well using the data from Figure 3.8 for specular particles

with solid absorptivity between 0.1 and 0.9. The relation developed for the

extinction coefficient is given by Equation 3.12,

β = 0.325 + 1.03α− 1.22α2 + 0.587α3 (3.12)

where α is the solid absorptivity and β is normalized by the particle radius.

Comparison to the calculated data shows that the error in the relation is

at most an order of magnitude less than the uncertainty due to the random

packings, so a standard deviation of 0.02/R can be used. The relation for the

absorption coefficient is given by Equation 3.13,

αeff = 0.053 + 1.37α− 1.04α2 + 0.399α3 (3.13)
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where αeff is the bulk absorptivity coefficient and α is the solid absorptivity.

Comparison to the calculated data shows that the error in the relation is

at most an order of magnitude less than the uncertainty due to the random

packings, so a standard deviation of 0.02 can be used.

The effect of particles being specularly or diffusely reflective has been

shown to be small, meaning that the results shown here for specular particles

can be used for diffuse particles as well, with the error introduced being less

than 6%. These results also apply for laser diameters greater than 5 particle

radii. For smaller laser diameters, uncertainties dominate the calculations and

individual geometries must be considered. Additionally, these relations for

monodisperse powders are applicable to Gaussian polydisperse ones as well,

as long as the standard deviation of the particle diameter is less than 0.5R,

the error committed is less than 8%. For larger standard deviations, or non-

Gaussian particle size distributions, results need to be calculated directly using

the ray tracing model.

3.2 Conductivity Model

The conductivity model is used to determine the effective thermal con-

ductivity of a powder bed. Numerous works have investigated, experimen-

tally, analytically, and computationally the effective thermal conductivity of

powdered materials [63]. Masamune and Smith [35], Cheng and Vachon [9],

Gusarov et al. [21], and Slavin et al. [53,54] all developed analytical models of

conductivity of powder beds. Xue and Barlow [71,72] and Yuan et al. [75] both
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measured the effective thermal conductivities in Nylon-12 powder beds and de-

veloped empirical relations from this for SLM applications. Sih [50] measured

the effective thermal conductivities, as well as other bulk powder properties, of

a variety of metals for use in SLM. Vargas and McCarthy [64] used a particle

dynamics simulation to predict the effective conductivity of granular media.

Zhang et al. [78], Tsory et al. [62], Widenfeld et al. [65], and Feng et al. [12] all

used Discrete Element Models (DEM) to calculate the thermal conductivity

of powder beds. However, none of these works consider powder bed scenarios

commonly found when performing SLM, specifically, finite bed depths, when a

thin layer of powder is present on top of a solid, already sintered, surface, and

temperatures close to the melting temperature where radiation effects become

increasingly important. This thesis uses DEM to examine the impact of these,

as well as other, effects on the effective thermal conductivity of a powder bed.

3.2.1 Modeling Approach

Each DEM particle is modeled as a lumped capacitance control vol-

ume with a single, uniform temperature. Temperature gradients within par-

ticles are not resolved. Heat can be exchanged between particles via particle-

particle conduction (Q̇r), particle-fluid-particle conduction (Q̇pfp), and radia-

tion (Q̇rad). The net heat source in a particle is then given by the sum of all

the heat being exchanged with all other particles across all three mechanisms

as illustrated in Figure 3.13. Heat transfer between the particles and the back-

ground gas is neglected as the gas conductivity is an order or magnitude less
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Figure 3.13: Particle Model

than the calculated effective thermal conductivities. Scoping calculations have

been performed which establish that this approximation has negligible impact

on results.

Fixed temperatures are set at two opposite walls of the domain, as

shown in Figure 3.14. All particles are given an initial temperature and net

heat sources are calculated for each particle. Powell’s method [46], with Jaco-

bians calculated by finite differencing, is then used to determine a temperature

for each particle such that Q̇r + Q̇pfp + Q̇rad = 0, thus putting the particle bed

in steady state. Once the steady state particle temperatures are known, the

heat fluxes from the walls are calculated and from these the effective thermal

conductivity is determined using Fourier’s law.
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Figure 3.14: Particle Bed

Figure 3.15: Particle-Particle Conduction
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3.2.1.1 Particle-Particle Conduction

The particle-particle conduction model accounts for the heat transfer

due to particles being in direction contact. The MFiX-DEM particle-particle

conduction model uses a modified Batchelor and O’Brien [4] method. Batch-

elor and O’Brien drew a comparison between the temperature distribution

inside two spherical particles in contact via a contact circle, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.15, and the velocity potential in an incompressible, irrotational flow

through a circular hole in a plate wall. The heat flux at a radius r in the con-

tact circle between two particles, i and j, is thus given by Equation 3.14 [4].

The radius of the contact circle between the particles is given by Equation

3.15.

q(r) =
k(Tj − Ti)
π
√
R2
c − r2

(3.14)

Rc =

√
R2
i −

(
R2
i −R2

j + l2i,j
2li,j

)2

(3.15)

Integrating Equation 3.14 along the contact circle from 0 to Rc and setting k

equal to the harmonic average of the individual particle conductivities, ki and

kj, yields Equation 3.16 for the total heat transfer between the two particles

[40].

Q̇(i,j)
r =

4kikj
ki + kj

Rc(Tj − Ti) (3.16)

Gusarov et al. [21] and Vargas and McCarthy [64] use a similar model in their

efforts. A similar equation applies for a particle in contact with a wall, which is

modeled as a flat plane. In that case, li,j is defined as the distance between the

particle center and the wall and the contact radius becomes Rc =
√
R2
i − l2i,j
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When using the MFiX-DEM spring-dashpot model to generate bed

packing structures, the size of the time step that the explicit solver can take

is governed by the value of the particle spring constant used in the model [17].

Thus, if spring constants were set to values reflective of the actual material

Young’s modulus, the necessary time step size would be prohibitively small.

To counteract this, particles are generally modeled as being softer than they

actually are in order to reduce the computational cost. Reducing spring co-

efficients to 105 N/m is found to have little impact on the resulting packing

structures as compared to much stiffer coefficients and results in greatly re-

duced computational times.

However, when using the heat transfer models, this leads to an overesti-

mation of the overlap between particles and thus an overestimation of particle-

particle conduction. Therefore, a correction is applied to Rc by equating the

normal contact force calculated by the spring-dashpot model (Fn = knδs) with

the contact force calculated using Hertzian contact theory (Fn = 4
3
EeR

1/2
e δ

3/2
h ),

where δs is the particle overlap predicted by the spring-dashpot model. The

equation is solved for δh, the overlap predicted by Hertzian theory, and that is

used to calculate a new radius of contact to use in the heat transfer model. [78].

Rc,e =

(
3kN li,jRe

4Ee

)1/3

(3.17)

1

Re

=
1

Ri

+
1

Rj

(3.18)

1

Ee
=

1− ν2
i

Ei
+

1− ν2
j

Ej
(3.19)
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Thus, while softer particles are used for bed generation, true particle material

properties are used by the heat transfer model.

In this analysis, the contacts between particles are assumed to be per-

fectly smooth. Thus, while contact resistance is modeled using the contact

radius, the effect of surface roughness, which can reduce the effective contact

radius further, is not included. By its nature, the DEM approximates particles

as perfectly spherical and is not expected to yield good predictions for non-

spherical particles or particles with highly irregular surfaces. As is discussed in

sections 3.1 and 3.2, the smooth, spherical particle model outlined here yields

good results for metal powders, but ceramic powders require calibration.

3.2.1.2 Particle-Fluid-Particle Conduction

Figure 3.16: Particle-Fluid-Particle Conduction

The particle-fluid-particle model accounts for the heat transfer between

the particles through the gas layer around the particles which occurs when
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two particles are close by. This is illustrated in Figure 3.16. This mechanism

differs from the conduction of heat from a particle or wall to a background

gas and then back to a particle or wall some distance later. The particle-fluid-

particle mechanism accounts for heat transfer directly between particles close

to each other across a small interstitial gas path. The MFiX-DEM particle-

fluid-particle conduction model uses a modified Rong and Horio [48] method.

Rong and Horio modeled the heat transfer through the gas layer by envi-

sioning conduction pathways parallel to the centerline connecting two particle

centers. For each conduction pathway, the distance between the surfaces of

the particles is calculated and the heat transfer computed using Fourier’s law

with the thermal conductivity of the gas and the particle temperatures [48].

The total heat transfer between the particles is then calculated by integrating

across all conduction pathways, giving Equation 3.20.

Q̇
(i,j)
pfp = kg(Tj − Ti)

∫ R
(i,j)
f

Rc

2πr

lcond
dr (3.20)

lcond = li,j −
((
R2
i − r2

)1/2
+
(
R2
j − r2

)1/2
)

(3.21)

lcond is the conduction distance between the two particles at a given r value,

and Rf is the fluid radius, the radius of the circle formed by the overlap of the

two particle’s fluid lenses. A fluid lens is a layer of fluid surrounding a particle

in which particle-fluid-particle heat transfer can occur. By default, MFiX-

DEM uses a value of 0.2R for this parameter [40]. Equation 3.20 contains

a singularity at the point of contact between two particles as the conduction
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distance goes to zero. This is remedied in MFiX-DEM by imposing a minimum

conduction distance, which is set to 1µm by default [40].

3.2.1.3 Radiation

In this paper, the heat transfer models of MFiX-DEM are extended by

the addition of a view factor radiation model. The view factor model is only

valid in the geometric optic limit, so πDp

λ
� 1 must be satisfied for it to be

used, where Dp is the average particle diameter and λ is the peak wavelength

emitted by the particles at the temperature of interest. Additionally, the

model assumes all particles to be completely opaque, so it cannot be applied

to transparent or partially transparent materials.

The radiation heat transfer between two particles is given by the equa-

tion for re-radiating surfaces.

Q̇
(i,j)
rad =

σ (T 4
i − T 4

i )
1−εi
εiAi

+ 1
AiFi→j

+
1−εj
εjAj

(3.22)

A similar equation applies for heat transfer between a particle and a wall due

to radiation.

The view factors between the particles and other particles and particles

and walls are determined using a Monte Carlo method. For every particle,

a number of rays are fired from the particle from a random location on its

surface in a random direction and the first particle or wall they intersect with

is recorded. The view factors between a particle and any other particle or wall

are then given by the ratio of the number of rays fired from the first particle
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that intersect the second particle or wall to the total number of rays fired from

that particle.

The Marsaglia rejection method [34] is used to pick a random point on

the surface of a particle from which to fire a ray. This method allows a point on

a sphere to be randomly selected without the use of trigonometric functions.

Two uniform random numbers, x1 and x2, between -1 and 1, are selected and

the sum of their squares computed. If the sum of squares is greater than 1,

the set is discarded and two new numbers are selected. If it is less then 1, x,

y, and z coordinates of a random point on the sphere can be calculated from

the pair using algebraic manipulations [34].

x = 2x1

√
1− x2

1 − x2
2 (3.23)

y = 2x2

√
1− x2

1 − x2
2 (3.24)

z = 1− 2
(
x2

1 + x2
2

)
(3.25)

Once a point on a particle is chosen, a coordinate shift is then applied

and centered about that point to align the z-direction with the outward facing

normal. Then, the direction of the fired ray is selected by choosing a random

point on the unit sphere centered at the point chosen on the particle. The

Marsaglia rejection method [34] is used again with an additional rejection

criterion applied that the chosen point must have a non-negative z-component

to ensure that a point on the outward facing hemisphere is chosen. Finally,

the vector determined by connecting the chosen point on the surface of the
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particle with the chosen point on the outward facing unit hemisphere is shifted

back to the original coordinate system [79].

3.2.1.4 Uncertainty Quantification:

Uncertainty in the model prediction is due to three different sources:

input uncertainty, bed generation uncertainty, and consolidation uncertainty.

Input uncertainty is due to the uncertainties in the material properties passed

to the model as inputs. These are gas conductivity, solid particle conductivity,

Young’s modulus, Poisson Ratio, and solid density. Bed generation uncertainty

is due to the inherent randomness in the process used to generate the powder

beds. Since the initial positions of the particles when they enter the domain are

random, the final resulting powder bed structure once the particles settle is also

random. Consolidation uncertainty occurs because the degree of consolidation

in a given real powder bed is unknown. Consolidation occurs when particles in

a powder bed are re-arranged to give a more compact structure and commonly

occurs as the result of a pressure being applied to the bed and then released

or the bed being shaken. Consolidation results in a decrease in the porosity of

a powder bed and thus changes the effective thermal conductivity.

In order to assess the impact of input uncertainties, the generalized

polynomial chaos framework, as discussed previously, is employed to estimate

the probability distributions of the model outputs due to the uncertainties in

the inputs. Bed generation uncertainties are estimated by generating multi-

ple different random powder bed configurations and averaging the calculated
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effective thermal conductivity across all of them. The resulting standard devi-

ation is then a measure of the uncertainty in the model prediction due to the

randomness of the powder bed.

Consolidation uncertainties are estimated by lowering the top boundary

of a powder bed to the point where it overlaps with the top layer of particles by

a small amount (on the order of the particle radius). The resulting forces then

cause the powder bed to re-arrange itself into a more compact structure. Fi-

nally, the top boundary is raised again to relieve any stresses that could not be

relieved by particle re-arrangement. The effective thermal conductivity is then

calculated for the unconsolidated powder bed as well as for four different con-

solidated beds produced by lowering the top boundary by different amounts.

Results are averaged across all five beds and a standard deviation calculated.

This standard deviation is an estimate of the uncertainty due to the unknown

degree of bed consolidation, or, equivalently, the unknown porosity.

3.2.2 Model Validation

3.2.2.1 Model Validation for Metal Powders

In order to assess the impact of finite bed depth, polydispersity, and

high temperatures on the effective thermal conductivity of powder beds, the

model is first validated against data available in the literature for metal par-

ticles. Cheng and Vachon [9] obtained experimental data for both steel of an

unknown alloy and lead particles at room temperature, Bala et al. [3] measured

the effective thermal conductivity of copper particles at room temperature, and
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Widenfeld et al. [65] presented data for steel particles of an unknown alloy at

approximately 30◦C. Monodisperse particle beds are generated for each mate-

rial in a cubic domain 10D on each side. This is determined to be large enough

that further increasing the size of the domain has negligible effect on the re-

sults. Table 3.3 shows the data from these three sources compared against

the predictions of the current model. kmodel is the effective thermal conduc-

Table 3.3: Comparison of Model Predictions with Experimental Data

MaterialDp

(mm)
kmodel
(W/m.K)

σmodel
(W/m.K)

kexp
(W/m.K)

Copper 0.25 0.627 0.051 0.652 [3]
Copper 0.15 0.576 0.061 0.546 [3]
Lead 1.6 0.457 0.022 0.418 [9]
Steel 1.0 0.333 0.022 0.34 [65]
Steel 3.2 0.397 0.022 0.4-

0.6 [9]

tivity predicted by the model, σmodel is the standard deviation of the model

prediction and kexp is the reported experimental effective thermal conductivity.

Table 3.4 shows the material properties used for the three different

metals and Table 3.5 shows how many particles are in the beds generated for

each of the five cases along with the corresponding average porosity across

the different levels of consolidation. The standard deviation of the porosity

is included to show the degree of uncertainty in the porosity as a result of

consolidation. In each case, particles are added to completely fill the domain.

Young’s modulus, particle conductivity, and gas conductivity are represented
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as uniform probability density functions for the purposes of calculating in-

put uncertainty. Uniform probability density functions are chosen to capture

the high degree of uncertainty in the steel alloys being used and the exact

temperature experiments are run at.

The other inputs (density and Poisson ratio) are either well known or

determined to have little impact on the calculated effective thermal conduc-

tivity and thus are assumed to be fixed values.

Table 3.4: Model Input Parameters

Materialks
(W/m.K)

kg
(W/m.K)

E
(GPa)

ν ρ
(g/cm3)

Steel 12.11-
45.0

0.025-
0.027

190-
206

0.28 7.7

Copper 393-
409

0.025-
0.027

110-
128

0.34 8.96

Lead 34.24-
36.36

0.025-
0.027

13.8-
16

0.44 11.36

Table 3.5: Particle Count and Porosity

Material Num.
of Par-
ticles

Avg.
Poros-
ity

Std.
Dev.

Steel (1mm) 1039 0.41 0.01
Steel (3.2mm) 1090 0.418 0.009
Copper
(0.25mm)

1095 0.415 0.009

Copper
(0.15mm)

1091 0.416 0.008

Lead (1.6mm) 1093 0.416 0.009
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Table 3.6 shows the input and consolidation uncertainties calculated

for each material. Input uncertainties represent the standard deviation in the

output due to all uncertain inputs. Bed generation uncertainty is calculated

for 1 mm steel particles averaged across eight powder beds, and the resulting

standard deviation is 0.002 W/m.K. As this is an order of magnitude less than

the largest source of uncertainty, bed generation uncertainty is neglected for

the remaining cases. The input and consolidation uncertainties are added in

Table 3.6: Input and Consolidation Uncertainties

Material Dp

(mm)
σinput
(W/m.K)

σcons
(W/m.K)

Copper 0.25 0.009 0.05
Copper 0.15 0.008 0.06
Lead 1.6 0.008 0.02
Steel 1.0 0.01 0.02
Steel 3.2 0.02 0.01

quadrature to yield the values shown in Table 3.3 for the total uncertainty.

As can be seen from Table 3.3, the model shows good agreement with the

experimental results as all but one case is within one standard deviation of

the predicted value and all cases are within two.

Figure 3.17 shows the variation of the particle bed temperature between

the two fixed temperature walls for 1mm steel particles. Since particles are

modeled using a lumped capacity method, no temperature gradient is main-

tained in the particles. Thus, the temperature variation in the bed is calculated

using a binning method. The domain is divided into ten bins based on loca-
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tion. All particles whose centers lie within a given bin have their temperatures

averaged together to give an average temperature for the bin. These average

temperatures are then plotted against bin location to give a temperature pro-

file. As can be seen, this bin-averaged temperature profile is approximately

linear.

Figure 3.17: Particle Bed Temperature Profile

3.2.2.2 Model Validation for Ceramic Powders:

Model predictions are also validated for ceramic particles against the

data of Slavin et al. [54] for packed alumina particles in helium. We find that

if the procedure described for metallic particles is used for ceramic particles,

predicted effective thermal conductivity deviates from the measurements by

30%. This is likely due to either the actual particles not being near-spherical,

as is assumed in the model, the importance of surface roughness, or the as-
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sumed Hertzian contact mechanics not being a good approximation of the

actual contact behavior in ceramic beds. Therefore, calibration parameters

are introduced. The first parameter allows the contact area between two par-

ticles to be adjusted by scaling Equation 3.17. The new contact radius is then

given by Equation 3.26.

Rc,e = Ac

(
3kN li,jRe

4Ee

)1/3

(3.26)

The second parameter is the minimum conduction distance, lmin, which im-

pacts Equations 3.20 and 3.21. It removes the singularity that occurs when

particle-fluild-particle conduction is calculated. For metals, the default MFiX

value of 1µm works well, but for ceramics it is used as a calibration parameter.

Taken together, Ac and lmin allow the relative importance of particle-

particle and particle-fluid-particle conduction to be adjusted. These parame-

ters are calibrated using the data of Slavin et al. [54] for temperatures up to

550K by means of a Levenberg-Marquardt least squares algorithm [47]. The

calculated parameter values are Ac = 5.981 and lmin = 2.419×10−5m. Since Ac

is larger than 1 and lmin is larger than 1µm, this means that particle-particle

contact conduction plays a larger role in the heat transfer than is predicted by

the default MFiX-DEM model parameters.

The calibrated model is then validated against the alumina data for

the remaining temperatures measured by Slavin et al. [54], 550-750K. At the

first temperature, 337K, model input uncertainty is estimated using the same

method as for metals, with the material properties of alumina given by Ta-
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ble 3.7. The calculated standard deviation due to input uncertainty is 0.02

Table 3.7: Alumina Material Properties

Property Value
ks (W/m.K) 22.7-26.0
E (GPa) 344.8-409
kg (W/m.K) 0.160-

0.166
ν 0.21
ρ (g/cm3) 3.95

W/m.K. Averaging across different random powder bed structures produced a

bed generation uncertainty of 0.02 W/m.K and averaging across consolidated

and unconsolidated beds yielded an average porosity of 0.403 with a standard

deviation of 0.008 and a consolidation uncertainty of 0.5 W/m.K. Therefore,

since consolidation uncertainties are an order of magnitude greater than other

uncertainties, only consolidation uncertainty is considered at all other temper-

atures. The predicted conductivities and the experimental results are shown

in Figure 3.18, where the uncertainty bars represent two standard deviations.

As can be seen, the measurements fall within the model uncertainties for all

data points. Thus, the model can be used to predict the thermal conductivity

of ceramic powder beds as well as metal ones, but calibration is necessary.

3.2.3 Model Predictions

The model is then used to assess the effect of several parameters on the

thermal conductivity of metal powder beds. Monodisperse, 1 mm steel par-
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of Model Predictions with Experimental Results of
Slavin et al. [54]

ticles with a bed height of 10 particle diameters, a bed temperature of 300K

(σT
3Dp

kg
= 0.06), and properties given in Table 3.4 are used as an example ma-

terial in all the following investigations unless otherwise indicated. Uncertain

properties are taken to be exactly at the mean value and uncertainties in the

outputs are thus due entirely to consolidation uncertainty.

3.2.3.1 Effect of Bed Temperature

First, the effect of bed temperature is examined. In SLM builds using

metal powders, temperatures greater than 1000K are common and radiation

heat transfer is expected to play a large role in the effective conductivity. In

order to assess this, the bed temperature is increased while all other inputs

except the gas conductivity are held constant. As gas conductivity varies with
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temperature and most SLM builds are done in air, the gas conductivity is

set to be the conductivity of air at the operating temperature. The relation

kg(W/m.K) = 6.566×10−12T 3−3.386×10−8T 2 +9.426×10−5T+7.505×10−4,

obtained from curve fitting a cubic polynomial to the thermal conductivity of

air for temperatures ranging from 175-1900K, is used. The effective thermal

conductivity is then calculated for each case. At each temperature, the model

is also run with the radiation module switched off for comparison. The results

are shown in Figure 3.19. Radiation begins to play a significant role in the

Figure 3.19: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Temperature

heat transfer for ratios of σT 3Dp

kg
greater than 0.5. For the steel particles used

in the model, this corresponds to a temperature of about 1000K. For parti-

cles on the order 0.1 mm this will be around 1300K in air and for 0.01 mm

particles this will be almost 3000K. Thus, radiation heat transfer will need

to be considered in the effective thermal conductivity when performing SLM
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with metals or other similarly high melting point materials with particle sizes

on the order 0.1 mm or above. For smaller particles, the material will likely

melt before radiation heat transfer becomes significant. Additionally, even at

higher temperatures, the conductivity of the powder is one to two orders of

magnitude smaller than that of the solid, indicating that conduction is limited

by the contact between the particles and may thus be significantly increased

because of the parallel path provided by radiation at higher temperatures.

3.2.3.2 Effect of Gas Conductivity

The model is then similarly used to examine the effect of interstitial

gas conductivity. Although some SLM builds may be performed in a vacuum

or near vacuum, most commonly they are conducted in air or nitrogen at

atmospheric pressure. Thus, the gas conductivity contributes to the overall

effective thermal conductivity through the particle-fluid-particle (Q̇pfp) con-

duction pathway. Particle-gas interactions are neglected. All other model

inputs are held constant and the gas thermal conductivity is increased across

a broad range of values and the effective thermal conductivity calculated. The

thermal conductivity of the beds with the gas conductivity switched off is also

calculated for comparison. The results are shown in Figure 3.20. As can be

seen, the conductivity of the gas begins to have a significant effect around

a kg
ks

ratio of 0.001 and becomes dominant as the ratio goes to 0.1. As most

metals have a thermal conductivity on the order of 10-100 W/m.K and air and

nitrogen have conductivity on the order to 0.01 W/m.K, gas conductivity will
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Figure 3.20: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Gas Conduc-
tivity

have to be considered when determining the effective thermal conductivity of

SLM powder beds for some cases.

3.2.3.3 Effect of Young’s Modulus

Next, the effect of the material’s Young’s modulus is considered by

varying the Young’s modulus while holding all other model inputs constant.

The results are shown in Figure 3.21. The effective thermal conductivity is

relatively insensitive to changes in Young’s modulus, even when varied by

several orders of magnitude. As most metals have a Young’s modulus on the

order of 100 GPa, variations in Young’s modulus between materials would

generally not have to be taken into account when determining the effective

thermal conductivity of an SLM powder bed.
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Figure 3.21: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Young’s Mod-
ulus

3.2.3.4 Effect of Emissivity

The effect of emissivity is also considered by varying the emissivity

between 0.1 and 1 while holding all other inputs constant. As emissivity only

plays a role in the radiation calculation, the model is run at a temperature

of 1000K, which corresponds to an σT 3Dp

kg
of about 0.7, so that the impact of

emissivity variations can be seen. The results are shown in Figure 3.22. As

can be seen, the effective thermal conductivity is also not particularly sensitive

to emissivity, even at temperatures where radiation heat transfer is significant.

This can be explained by examining Equation 3.22. Since view factors between

particles that can see each other are generally order 0.1, varying emissivity

between 0.1 and 1.0 causes the radiative flux to vary at most by a factor of

3. As radiative flux only accounts for about 30% of the total flux at this
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Figure 3.22: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Emissivity

temperature, the overall sensitivity to emissivity is low.

3.2.3.5 Effect of Bed Height

The effect of bed height is also examined as SLM machines use very thin

layers during a part build and thus it is possible for a thin single powder layer to

be spread on top of an already formed solid surface, resulting in a thin powder

bed. In the model, this is simulated by discarding all particles which extend

above a certain height in each powder bed geometry and then calculating the

effective thermal conductivity while holding all other parameters constant.

The results are shown in Figure 3.23. For very thin beds, on the order of

a particle diameter, the effective thermal conductivity can be almost cut in

half. However, this effect diminishes quickly and by bed heights of 6-8 particle

diameters the conductivity is within the uncertainty of the infinitely deep
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Figure 3.23: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Bed Height

bed value. Depending on the ratio of SLM layer thickness to powder particle

diameter, bed height may play a role in the thermal conductivity of the powder

for some applications.

3.2.3.6 Effect of Polydispersity

Finally, the effect of powder polydispersity is examined. In all previous

simulations, the powder particles were assumed to have a uniform diameter.

For real powder particles, however, this will generally not be the case and

there will be some variation of particle diameter within the powder bed. In

order to simulate the effect of powder polydispersity, packings are generated

with particles of different sizes. When a particle is added to the domain, it is

added at a random location with a random diameter. Although the model can

be used to simulate other distributions, Gaussian particle size distributions
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are assumed as only one additional input parameter (standard deviation) is

introduced. The Gaussian distribution is split into nine bins, each with a

representative diameter and a fraction of the total number of particles deter-

mined by the Gaussian. Particles entering the domain are then assigned one

of the nine possible diameters based on the probability of each. Table 3.8

shows the average porosity and standard deviation due to consolidation on

the polydisperse powder beds.

Table 3.8: Porosity of Polydisperse Beds

σ Avg.
Poros-
ity

Std.
Dev.

0.05Dp 0.423 0.007
0.125Dp 0.419 0.007
0.25Dp 0.421 0.007
0.375Dp 0.415 0.007
0.5Dp 0.428 0.007

Once the polydisperse beds are generated, the effective thermal con-

ductivity of each is calculated using the same method as for monodisperse

beds. The effect of polydispersity on the calculated conductivity can be seen

in Figure 3.24, with the x-axis being the standard deviation of the particle

diameter distribution normalized by the average particle diameter. There is

about a 30% increase in the effective conductivity across the investigated range

of standard deviations. This is likely due to the fact that the smaller particles

in the distribution are able to fill in the gaps in the packing structure, leading
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Figure 3.24: Variation of Effective Thermal Conductivity with Particle Size
Standard Deviation

to more contact between particles. Thus, polydispersity can impact the con-

ductivity of a powder bed, even for small deviations, although the impacts are

not as large as those caused by gas conductivity or temperature. The uncer-

tainties due to consolidation also increase with increasing standard deviation

as the variation in particle size adds extra degrees of freedom to the powder

bed layout.

3.2.4 Discussion and Empirical Relation

Of the parameters investigated, effective thermal conductivity is most

dependent on temperature and gas conductivity. At low temperatures and

low gas conductivities, conduction is primarily through the particle-particle

path and thus is contact controlled. However, as temperature increases or gas
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conductivity increases (either as a result of temperature increase or due to the

use of a higher conducting gas), parallel paths are provided for heat transfer

through radiation and particle-fluid-particle conduction. Temperature and gas

conductivity, therefore, have the largest impact of the effective conductivity

as they control the availability of these parallel pathways. Thus, an empirical

correlation is developed to estimate the effective conductivity based on these

quantities. A 2nd order polynomial expansion is developed and the coefficients

determined using collocation points calculated from a Smolyak sparse grid [55].

Temperature and gas conductivity are non-dimensionalized as θ = σT 3Dp

ks
and

κ = kg
ks

. The correlation is then given by Equation 3.27.

keff
ks

= −2.44θ2 + 15.2θκ+ 3.57θ − 25.2κ2 + 11.7κ+ 0.001 (3.27)

The correlation is developed for a θ range of 0.00035-0.023 (representing 500K-

2000K for 1mm steel particles) and a κ range of 0.00125-0.006. Material

properties for monodisperse 1mm steel particles were used for all other in-

puts. However, since variations in emissivity between 0.1 and 1.0 only lead to

approximately an 8% change in conductivity even at high temperatures and

variations in Young’s modulus across several orders of magnitude only produce

a 2% change in conductivity, the correlation should be applicable to a wide

range of metals. Polydispersity up to 0.5Dp can lead to a change in conduc-

tivity of 30% and bed heights less than 6Dp lead to 100% changes. Therefore,

for highly polydisperse powders and very thin beds this correlation cannot be

used and the full model must be employed directly. Degree of bed consol-
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idation is found to be the dominate uncertainty in calculating the effective

thermal conductivity, leading to a model uncertainty of up to 11%.

3.3 Melt Model

For closure in the bed-scale thermal model (Equation 2.1), a relation-

ship between the enthalpy of the powder and the temperature is given by

Equation 2.2, which introduces the temperature-melt fraction function of the

powder, gp(T ).

g(T ) relations are typically calculated for bulk materials by measuring

the temperature-enthalpy relationship for the material, H(T ). Sharp changes

in the slope of the H(T ) curve are used to identify the temperatures at which

phase change begins and ends [5], and linear relations used to estimate the

melt fraction when the temperature is between the two [60]. This method

assumes a homogeneous material and uniform melting within a sample. As

powdered materials are not homogeneous, finite rate transport effects are crit-

ical in determining the rate of powder melting and thus the gp(T ) relation.

By simulating the melting of a powder at the particle scale, the gp(T ) relation

can be calculated and applied in the bed-scale thermal model.

A number of groups have modeled the SLM process on the particle scale.

Korner et al. [31] developed a 2D lattice Boltzmann model of the melting of

metal powder in SLM. Gurtler et al. [20] used a 3D volume of fluid method to

model the melting process capable of simulating multiple laser passes. Khairal-

lah and Anderson [27] developed a high resolution SLM model considering a
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number of phenomena. However, to our knowledge no groups have used the

results from a particle-scale SLM simulation to calculate a temperature-melt

fraction relationship for use in a bed-scale model.

3.3.1 Bed Generation

Powder bed melt behavior is modeled using a hybrid continuum-discrete

approach. The initial positions of the powder particles before the laser is

applied are determined using the discrete element method (DEM), as described

in Section 3. Once the particles settle, their positions and properties are used

as an input for the melting model. The particle packing structure is placed on

top of a finite volume mesh. For each mesh cell, the volume of overlap with

each of the particles is calculated. The total volume of intersection with all the

particles determines the volume faction, β, of solid material in that cell. Cells

that are completely contained within a particle have solid volume fractions of

1.0. Cells not overlapping with particles at all have solid volume fractions of

0.0 and cells partially overlapped with particles have solid volume fractions

between 0.0 and 1.0. In this way, the DEM representation of the particle bed

is converted to a mesh representation that serves as an initial condition for

the melting model. Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show a packing structure in both

the DEM and mesh representations.
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Figure 3.25: DEM particles placed on background mesh

Figure 3.26: Particle volume fractions on background mesh corresponding to
DEM particles. Particles, base plate and air are included in the simulation
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3.3.2 Fluid Model

The melting model is a multiphase system consisting of three compo-

nents: solid metal, liquid metal due to the melting of the particles from the

laser, and a background gas. The motion of the system is modeled using a mod-

ified volume of fluid (VOF) method. The VOF method considers each mesh

cell to contain a mixture of solid, liquid, and gas moving at a single mixture

velocity. The mixture velocity is calculated using a form of the Navier-Stokes

equations [25].

∂γρm
∂t

+∇ · (γρmum) = S (3.28)

∂γρmum
∂t

+∇·(γρmumum) = −γ∇P+∇·(γτ)+ρmg+Fs−ε
(1− γ)2

γ3
um (3.29)

Here, γ is the volume fraction of the fluid, defined as 1.0-β, um is the mixture

velocity, ρm is the mixture density, S is the source term due to melting, P is

the pressure, τ is the fluid stress tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration and

Fs is the surface tension force. The ε (1−γ)2

γ3
um term is a momentum sink that

drives the velocity of the mixture to zero in cells that are fully solid.

The fluid volume fraction, γ is calculated explicitly based on the initial

distribution of solid material and the melting process discussed later. γ repre-

sents the volume fraction of each cell that is empty of solid material and thus

available to contain gas or liquid metal. An additional variable, α, is necessary

to track the fraction of this available volume that contains liquid metal. The

remaining fraction (1-α) contains gas. The distribution of α in the mesh is
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evolved using the VOF advection equation [59].

∂γα

∂t
+∇ · (γumα) = S (3.30)

Fs, the surface tension force in Equation 3.29, is calculated using the curvature

of the liquid meniscus, using the volume fraction [59].

Fs = −σ∇ ·
(
∇α
|∇α|

)
∇α (3.31)

σ is the surface tension coefficient between the air and liquid metal. σ is

calculated per cell based on the temperature, allowing for the Marangoni effect

due to gradients in surface tension to be simulated.

Equations 3.28, 3.29, and 3.30 are solved sequentially at each time step

using the OpenFOAM finite volume solvers [43] to evolve the mixture velocity

and liquid volume fraction fields. The mixture properties required for the

equations (ie. ρm) are calculated by volume averaging using the liquid volume

fraction field and the properties of the pure materials: ρm = αρl + (1.0−α)ρg,

where ρl and ρg are the densities of the pure liquid and gas respectively.

3.3.3 Thermal and Melting Model

Heat transfer is accomplished using the enthalpy formulation of the

energy equation.

∂Hm

∂t
= ∇ · (km∇T ) + f(x, y, z, t) (3.32)

This equation is the same as the one used in the bed-scale continuum model

of the process (Equation 2.1), except that now the mixture enthalpy is used.
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Similar to how mixture properties are determined for the fluid flow equations,

Hm may be calculated using the solid, fluid, and liquid volume fraction fields:

Hm = (β+ γα)Hmetal + γ(1.0−α)Hgas. The relation may now be closed using

known relationships between the temperature and enthalpy of the metal and

gas.

Hmetal = (1− gmetal(T ))

∫ T

Tref

ρmetalcmetal,soliddT

+ gmetal(T )

∫ T

Tref

ρmetalcmetal,liquiddT

+ gmetal(T )ρmetalLmetal (3.33)

Hgas =

∫ T

Tref

ρgascgasdT (3.34)

A similar relationship is used for the enthalpy due to vaporization of the solid

material.

Note that Equation 3.33 is similar to Equation 2.1 for the volume-

averaged enthalpy of the powder. Here, however, gmetal(T ) is a property of

the bulk metal, not a volume averaged effective property of a powder. Unlike

for powders, the temperature-melt fraction relationship for bulk metals can

be accurately approximated using a step function for pure elements or a lever

rule between a solidus and liquidus temperature for alloys [60].

The energy equation is solved iteratively using the enthalpy method

outlined by Swaminathan and Voller [60] in the OpenFOAM finite volume

solver until the temperature and enthalpy fields are consistent. Finally, those

cells containing metal whose temperatures cross the melting point of the metal
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are converted to solid or liquid, as appropriate, by explicitly updating the solid

and fluid volume fraction fields (γ and β) and generating a source term for

the VOF equation to update α, the liquid volume fraction field. For cells

undergoing vaporization, sink terms are generated for the VOF and energy

equations to remove the vaporized material and associated enthalpy. However,

as vaporization is assumed to occur quickly in comparison to the melt flow

dynamics, the location of vaporized material is not tracked and is assumed to

immediately exit the domain.

3.3.4 Radiation Model

Radiation is modeled using the radiation transport equation (RTE).

∇ · (I(~x,~s)~s) + amI(~x,~s) = am
σT 4

π
(3.35)

I(~x,~s) is the radiation intensity field, am is the mixture absorptivity, and σ is

the Stefan-Boltzman constant. The mixture absorptivity is calculated using

the volume fraction fields: am = (β + γα)ametal + γ(1.0− α)agas.

The RTE requires additional discretization within the finite volume

mesh, as the intensity field is a function of not only spatial location, but

also direction. This discretization is done using the discrete ordinates method

[39] in which the unit sphere is divided into a finite number of solid angles.

The intensity field for each solid angle is solved for sequentially using the

OpenFOAM finite volume solver and iterated until the fields are consistent.

Once the intensity field is calculated, a source term is generated for the energy
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equation.

f(x, y, z, t) = am(G− 4σT 4) (3.36)

G is the sum of the irradiation field over all of the solid angles.

The irradiation due to the laser is handled as a boundary condition to

the RTE at the topmost boundary of the domain. The irradiation due to the

laser is given by Equation 3.37.

I =
2εP

πω2
e
−2r2

ω2 (3.37)

ε is the emissivity of the metal, P is the laser power, ω is the characteristic

radius, and r is the distance between the center of the laser and a given point on

the boundary. The laser intensity is integrated over each cell on the boundary

and applied as a fixed-value boundary condition in the RTE. As the laser beam

is taken to be entering straight downwards into the domain, the boundary

condition is applied only to those solid angles for which ~s · ~n is approximately

-1. The causes the laser intensity to propagate down into the domain.

3.3.5 Results

In order to assess the ability of the melting model to accurately predict

SLM melt pool geometries, simulation results are compared to experimental

results for 316L stainless steel and Ti-6Al-4V for both flat plates and powders.

For all simulations, a domain size of 200µm x 200µm x 100µm is used

consisting of 50x50x25 mesh cells, for a total of 62,500 cells. In order to as-

sess mesh independence, a simulation is run for 27µm average diameter 316
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stainless steel particles for one packing structure under a 200W, 54µm beam

diameter laser on a 50x50x25 mesh and a 100x100x50 mesh. Material prop-

erties used are given in Table 3.9. Calculated melt pool heights and widths

differed by less than 1% between the two meshes and calculated maximum

temperatures differed by less than 5%. As these uncertainties are smaller than

other sources of uncertainty in the simulation, the 50x50x25 mesh is consid-

ered sufficient resolution. Also, as 54µm is the smallest beam diameter used

and 27µm the smallest average particle diameter, this resolution is deemed

sufficient for all cases.

Simulations are run for enough time to allow the laser to move in the

x-direction from an initial x-position of 25µm to a final x-position of 175µm.

Thus, simulation times are given by 150µm/vl, where vl is the laser speed.

Time-stepping is controlled dynamically. At each time step, the Courant num-

ber is calculated at the face of each mesh cell using the fluid velocity field and

the current time step size. The time step size is then adjusted such that the

maximum Courant number in the domain does not exceed 0.5. Time step sizes

are limited to a maximum of 1µs to adequately resolve the laser motion when

no melt is present and thus the Courant number is zero everywhere. Once melt

begins to form, time step sizes are forced down into the nanosecond range to

limit the Courant number.
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3.3.5.1 Laser Irradiation of Stainless Steel Plate

Gusarov et al. [22] measured the melt pool depth and width on a 316L

stainless steel plate due to laser irradiation. They used an SLM machine to

run a laser with different powers and speeds over a flat, stainless steel, plate

with no powder. The resulting melt pool geometry was measured by observing

the change in micro-structure in the melted and re-solidified regions.

In order to compare to Gusarov’s results, simulations are conducted

using a domain consisting of only blocks of air and solid stainless steel, with

no super-imposed particles. Material properties for 316 stainless steel are given

by Khairallah et al. [27, 28] and summarized in Table 3.9. The emissivity of

Table 3.9: 316 Stainless Steel Material Properties

Property Value
Density 7.43 g/cm3

Viscosity 6.42 g/s m
Surface Tension 3.282-8.9e-4T N/m (T in K)
Thermal Conduc-
tivity

20.0 W/m K

Specific Heat 320.3 + 0.379T J/kg K (T in
K)

Emissivity 0.3-0.6 (uniform random)
Latent Heat 270 KJ/kg
Solidus Tempera-
ture

1648 K

Liquidus Tempera-
ture

1673 K

the plate is given as a uniform probability distribution as opposed to a fixed

value, as this is an uncertain input. Surface impurities and finish have a large
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impact on the emissivity of metals and this range represents the set of possible

values for stainless steel.

Table 3.10: Laser Properties for Stainless Steel Plate Calculations [22]

Property Case 1 Case 2
Power 25 W 50 W
Speed 15 cm/s 30 cm/s
Beam Diame-
ter (FWHM)

50-60 µm
(uniform
random)

50-60 µm
(uniform
random)

Table 3.10 shows the laser parameters used by Gusarov in the two

cases simulated. In both cases, the laser beam diameter is given as a uniform

probability distribution based on the uncertainties Gusarov measured on the

laser used [22].

Using material emissivity and laser beam radius as the uncertain in-

puts, simulations are conducted to compute the probability distributions of

the output melt pool width and depth. Once the PDFs are determined, a 90%

confidence interval is calculated. This is done by integrating the PDFs from

highest probability density to lowest probability density until a total probabil-

ity of 90% is reached. The 90% confidence interval thus represents the region

in which the true value is most likely to lie given the uncertainty in the inputs.

Figures 3.27, 3.28, 3.29, and 3.30 show the calculated PDFs of the melt

pool width and depth for the two different laser power and speed combinations

along with the 90% confidence interval and the value measured by Gusarov.
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As can be seen, the measured value falls within the 90% confidence interval for

all the cases, indicating that the model is able to account for measurements

taken given the uncertainties. However, uncertainties in the simulation are

fairly large due mainly to a large uncertainty on the emissivity of the plate. A

measurement of the emissivity of the plate taken before an experiment would

reduce that uncertainty significantly and thus enable a better comparison.

Figure 3.27: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Depth for P = 25W and Speed =
15 cm/s

Figure 3.28: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Width for P = 25W and Speed =
15 cm/s
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Figure 3.29: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Depth for P = 50W and Speed =
30 cm/s

Figure 3.30: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Width for P = 50W and Speed =
30 cm/s
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3.3.5.2 Laser Irradiation of Stainless Steel Powder

Khairallah et al. [27] measured the height and width of a single melt

track caused by a single laser scan line on a single layer of 316L stainless steel

particles on top of a 316 stainless steel plate. In order to compare to Khairal-

lah’s results, a domain is initialized consisting of a stainless steel block and a

block of air. The air block is filled in with a random packing of stainless steel

particles using the method described in section 3. A laser scan is then simu-

lated and the resulting melt track height and width calculated. The powder

bed parameters used by Khairallah are a layer height of 40 µm and a Gaus-

sian particle size distribution with average particle diameter of 27 µm and a

standard deviation of 4.25 µm. The laser parameters are given in Table 3.11.

The material properties of stainless steel are given in Table 3.9.

Table 3.11: Laser Properties for Stainless Steel Powder Calculations [27]

Property Value
Power 200 W
Speed 2 m/s
Beam Diame-
ter (4σ)

49-59 µm
(uniform
random)

Unlike in Gusarov [21], Khairallah specifies no uncertainty in the laser

beam diameter, thus an error similar to Gusarov (10%) is assumed due to the

similarity in the process. Additionally, since the material being irradiated is

a powder and not a flat plate, the bulk material emissivity is converted to a
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powdered material emissivity using the equation developed with the particle-

scale optical model and given in Equation 3.38.

εeff = 0.053 + 1.37ε− 1.04ε2 + 0.399ε3 (3.38)

Thus, the 0.3-0.6 emissivity uncertainty range transforms to a 0.38-0.59 range

which is no longer uniformly distributed because of the non-linearity of Equa-

tion 3.38.

Using powder emissivity and laser diameter as uncertain inputs, simu-

lations are conducted to compute the probability distributions of the output

melt pool width and depth and a mean and standard deviation is calculated

for each. However, an additional packing uncertainty is present due to the ran-

dom nature of the powder bed packing structure. This is estimated by running

10 simulations at the mean value of emissivity and beam diameter with dif-

ferent powder bed structures. The standard deviations due to packing and

inputs are summed in quadrature to produce an overall standard deviation.

The calculated mean and standard deviations due to the different sources of

uncertainty are shown in Table 3.12 along with Khairallah’s measured values.

Table 3.12: Mean and Standard Deviations for Melt Track Height and Width
of Stainless Steel Powder

Quantityµ σinput σpacking σtotal Khairallah
[27]

Width 68.9µm 3.5µm 4.5µm 5.7µm 75µm
Height 25.9µm 2.8µm 4.7µm 5.5µm 26µm
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Assuming a Gaussian distribution for the result of the combined PDFs

due to input and packing uncertainty, a 90% confidence interval is computed

for both width and height and plotted along with Khairallah’s measurements

in Figures 3.31 and 3.32. As can be seen, the measurements fall within the

Figure 3.31: PDF of Predicted Melt Track Height for Stainless Steel Powder

Figure 3.32: PDF of Predicted Melt Track Width for Stainless Steel Powder

model 90% confidence interval for both width and height. Also of note is the

large uncertainty due to the powder packing. For both width and height, it is

the dominant source of uncertainty. As the exact packing structure of a powder

bed within an SLM machine cannot easily be determined, this indicates the
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presence of a large uncertainty that cannot be eliminated. However, certain

factors, such as compaction, may impact the magnitude of the uncertainty.

As powder in an SLM bed may be compacted as a result of the powder

spreading process, the effects of compaction on packing structure uncertainty

are examined. To do this, powder bed structures are generated using DEM as

discussed previously. Then, after a structure is generated, a force is applied to

the top boundary, lowering it until it contacts the top of the powder bed, thus

applying a pressure to it. Once the powder particles stop moving in response

to the applied pressure, it is released. The compacted structure is considered

stable if the particles do not move significantly after the pressure is released.

As SLM powder beds are not constrained from the top during a build, the

maximum applied pressure which still generates a stable compacted structure

is found and the resulting structure considered to be the most compacted

that could realistically exist in an SLM machine. Ten of these structures are

then generated, simulations conducted, and the variation in melt track width

and height calculated. It is found that, for these compacted structures, the

standard deviation of melt track width and height is reduced by almost half.

Thus, it can be concluded that the details of the powder packing can

have a significant effect on the results and uncertainty estimate of a melting

simulation. As Khairallah [27] only reports the results of a single experiment,

it is impossible to determine the variation in the measured results due to

packing and other uncertainties. A measurement of the powder bed emissivity

directly prior to the experiment to reduce the uncertainty in emissivity and
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multiple experimental runs to assess the effect of powder packing would allow

a better comparison between simulation and experimental results.

3.3.5.3 Laser Irradiation of Ti-6Al-4V

Gong et al. [19] measured the melt pool geometry and melt track ge-

ometry for both a Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy plate and a single track, single

layer of powder due to a laser. The experimental and simulation set up for

both the plate and powder titanium cases are similar to those used previously

for stainless steel plates and powders.

The material properties of Ti-6Al-4V are given in [5] and summarized

in Table 3.13. The laser parameters used for both the flat plate and powder are

Table 3.13: Ti-6Al-4V Material Properties

Property Value
Density 4.47 g/cm3

Viscosity 4.38 g/s m
Surface Tension 2.492-4.7e-4T N/m (T in K)
Thermal Conduc-
tivity

7.2 W/m K

Specific Heat 573.7 + 0.157T J/kg K (T in
K)

Emissivity 0.1-0.475 (uniform random)
Solidus Tempera-
ture

1648 K

Liquidus Tempera-
ture

1673 K

given in Table 3.14. Like Khairallah, Gong gives no uncertainties on the laser

beam diameter, so a 10% uncertainty similar to that of Gusarov is assumed.
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Table 3.14: Laser Properties for Ti-6Al-4V Calculations [19]

Property Value
Power 75 W
Speed 60 cm/s
Beam Diame-
ter (4σ)

90-110 µm
(uniform
random)

Figures 3.33 and 3.34 show the calculated PDFs of the melt pool width

and depth on a titanium flat plate along with the computed 90% confidence

intervals and the measurements of Gong et al. [19]. Both measured values fall

within the model’s 90% confidence interval.

Figure 3.33: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Width for Titanium Plate

For the powder case, Gong uses titanium powder with a Gaussian size

distribution with a mean diameter of 38 µm and standard deviation of 7.9 µm.

The layer thickness is 30 µm and the laser parameters the same as those used

for the flat plate. Again, equation 3.38 is used to convert the emissivity of the

solid titanium to that of a powder.
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Figure 3.34: PDF of Predicted Melt Pool Depth for Titanium Plate

Table 3.15 shows the calculated mean and standard deviation of the

melt track height and width due to the uncertainty in the emissivity, beam

diameter, and the packing structure. Assuming a Gaussian distribution for

Table 3.15: Mean and Standard Deviations for Melt Track Height and Width
of Titanium Powder

Quantityµ σinput σpacking σtotal Gong
[19]

Width 82.1µm 13.9µm 6.5µm 15.4µm 91.8µm
Height 38.7µm 4.6µm 6.6µm 8.0µm 36.7µm

the combination of the input and packing PDFs, a 90% confidence interval

is calculated and plotted in Figures 3.35 and 3.36. As can be seen, both

measurements from Gong fall within the 90% confidence interval. Similarly

to the stainless steel cases, however, uncertainties in the simulation results

are large due mainly to uncertainties in emissivity and, for the powder case,

packing. A measurement of emissivity conducted prior to each experiment and

multiple experimental runs would need to be conducted to enable to better
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Figure 3.35: PDF of Predicted Melt Track Width for Titanium Powder

Figure 3.36: PDF of Predicted Melt Track Height for Titanium Powder
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comparison between model and experiment.

3.3.5.4 Calculation of Temperature-Melt Fraction Curves

In order to demonstrate how a temperature-melt fraction curve can be

calculated from the results of a powder melting simulation, a simulation is run

with a 40 µm layer of powder. A 316L stainless steel powder is assumed. The

particle diameter distribution is assumed to be Gaussian, with a mean of 27

µm and a standard deviation of 4.25 µm. The powder is placed on top of a

316L stainless steel substrate scanned with a 175 W laser at 2 m/s. Figure

3.37 shows the evolution of the material as it melts and re-solidifies.

Figure 3.37: Melt Pool Evolution for Stainless Steel 175 W, 2 m/s

From the simulation results, a cubic domain element one layer thickness

(40µm) on a side located in the center of the domain is considered. The tem-

peratures of all the cells making up the element are volume averaged together

to create an average temperature for the element at each time step. Similarly,

the fraction of solid, un-melted material remaining (1 − β
β0

) is averaged over

each cell in the element to create an average melt fraction for the element at

each time step. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 3.38 along with the

temperature-melt fraction curve of pure solid stainless steel.
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Figure 3.38: Average Melt Fraction vs Average Temperature for Solid and
Powdered Material

For the bulk solid (red curve in Figure 3.38), the melt fraction-temperature

curve is a straight line between the solidus and liquidus temperatures listed

in Table 3.9. However, the powder behaves very differently. Since the powder

heats up unevenly due to the laser, small amounts of melt form at very low

average temperatures, as only the very top of the material has reached the

melt temperature while the material below is significantly cooler. The melting

process also takes much longer to occur as the melt forming at the top shields

the remaining material from the laser heat. Thus, it can be seen that approx-

imating the temperature-melt fraction curve of a powder with a simple linear

relationship between the solidus and liquidus temperatures of the bulk solid

material, as done in [14,23], for example, would introduce significant errors in

the melting behavior. For ease of use, we employ a linear fit to the average

temperature-average melt fraction data from the powder melting calculation.

This fit is shown on Figure 3.38. Comparing the linear fit to the melting

calculation data gives a maximum fitting error committed of 4%.
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However, a temperature-melt fraction curve calculated in this way will

not necessarily be a constant material property of the powder. In addition

to the material properties of bulk stainless steel, the curve may depend on

the laser power, scan speed, element orientation relative to the laser path,

and powder packing structure. Thus, the effect of variations in all of these

parameters will be investigated.

The effect of variations in the distance of the element from the laser

path is investigated by shifting the center of the domain element considered by

different distances away from the center of the laser scan line. This accounts

for the fact that some areas of the powder bed will not fall directly under the

center of the laser as it passes by, but will instead be irradiated by a weaker

portion of the beam. The difference in calculated melt fraction curves is shown

in Figure 3.39 for distances of 5-25 µm. As the 4σ laser diameter is 54 µm,

elements further away than 25 µm are not melted significantly. As can be seen,

Figure 3.39: Average Melt Fraction vs Average Temperature for Domain Ele-
ments Different Distances Away from Laser Path

approximately the same curve is generated regardless of the element’s distance
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from the laser path, even for elements that do not fully melt. Performing a

single linear curve fit on the set of data generated from all of the shifted

elements yields a maximum error of 7% when calculating the melt fraction.

The effect of packing structure variation is investigated by running

simulations with the same laser and material parameters ten different times

with different powder packing structures and then calculating the average

temperature-average melt fraction relationship for the same element location

in the center of each bed. The difference in calculated curves is shown in

Figure 3.40. Larger variations are caused by different packing structures than

Figure 3.40: Average Melt Fraction vs Average Temperature for the Same
Domain Element with Different Packing Structures

by different element positions. Using a single linear curve fit for all packing

structures yields a maximum error of 19% when calculating the melt fraction.

The effect of laser power and speed variation is investigated by running

simulations with various different laser powers and speeds on the same powder

bed and calculating the temperature-melt fraction curves for elements directly

under the laser path. Powers and speeds are chosen to cover a board range of
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processing parameters that might be used in a single build. The difference in

calculated curves is shown in Figures 3.41 and 3.42. Changing laser param-

Figure 3.41: Average Melt Fraction vs Average Temperature for the Same
Domain Element with Different Laser Powers

Figure 3.42: Average Melt Fraction vs Average Temperature for the Same
Domain Element with Different Laser Speeds

eters causes a smaller variation in the melt fraction curves than changing the

packing structure, and about the same level of variation as caused by distance

away from the laser path. Using a single linear curve fit for all combinations

of laser power and speed tested (125, 150, 175, and 200 W powers with 1.5,

1.75, 2, and 2.5 m/s speeds) gives a maximum error of 8% when calculating
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melt fraction. Combining this with the errors due to distance from the laser

path and packing structure in quadrature gives a total estimated uncertainty

in melt fraction prediction of 22% when using a single curve to calculate melt

fraction regardless of laser parameters, element position, or packing structure.

Although the overall uncertainty of 22% could be reduced somewhat by

more advanced fitting procedures, it can be seen that the bulk of this uncer-

tainty is due to powder packing structure, which cannot be reduced by better

fitting. Thus, this uncertainty in melt fraction provides a way to estimate the

uncertainty in bed-scale predictions due to particle effects that are neglected.

The developed relationship is given in Equation 3.39.

gp(T ) =
T − 520

2220
± 0.22 (3.39)

3.3.5.5 Bed-Scale Model Comparisons

As the goal of this work is to examine the effect of the temperature-

melt fraction relationship on phase change in a bed-scale SLM model, two

bed-scale calculations are done for 316 stainless steel powder with a 175W, 2

m/s, 54µm diameter laser. The results are compared to a particle-scale melt-

ing model which provides ”ground truth.” In the first calculation bed-scale,

called the ”bed-scale bulk material melting model,” bulk material melting is

assumed, with melting occurring between the solidus and liquidus tempera-

tures for stainless steel (1648-1673 K) through a linear relationship between

the melt fraction and temperature, as done in [60]. In the second bed-scale

calculation, referred to as the ”bed-scale powder melting model,” the linear fit
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to the melt fraction-temperature curve obtained from the particle-scale melt

model is used. Intercepts with melt fraction equal to 0 and 1 are found, and

correspond to temperatures of 520 and 2740 K respectively. The effective ther-

mal conductivity of the powder used for the bed-scale simulations is 0.34 W/m

K, calculated using the relation developed by Moser et al. [38]. The effective

specific heat used is given by (1 − ε)cp,steel + εcp,air, where cp,steel is given in

Table 3.9, cp,air is taken as 1005 J/Kg K, and ε is the porosity, taken to be 0.5.

Material properties for the simulations aside from these are given by Table

3.9.

The bed-scale simulations are performed with a layer thickness of 40µm

on top of a substrate consisting of already consolidated 316 stainless steel using

an adaptive mesh. In this way, the area of the powder bed near the laser,

where small-scale heat transfer effects are important, are resolved more finely

than the substrate which is only undergoing conduction. The total domain

size for both bed-scale simulations is 2.5cm x 5cm x 2.5cm with a mesh size

varying from 2.56 mm to 20µm on a side. This is shown in Figure 3.43. The

finest mesh size is chosen such that the difference in maximum temperature

under the laser calculated in the domain varies by less than 5% with continued

refinement ands yields a total of 168453 cells for the domain. The time step

is chosen such that the laser moves at most one laser radius during a time

step, or 13.5µs for a 54µm laser diameter moving at 2 m/s. The bed-scale

simulations are run for a single scan line in order to compare to the results of

the particle-scale melting model.
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Figure 3.43: Domain for Bed-scale Simulations

These bed-scale simulations are compared with a particle-scale melting

model. Particle-scale simulations are run with a 40µm powder layer of 316

stainless steel deposited using the DEM. The particle diameter distribution

is Gaussian, with a mean of 27µm and a standard deviation of 4.25µm, as

used when calculating the temperature-melt fraction relation. The powder is

placed on top of a 316L stainless steel substrate in a 200µm x 200µm x 100µm

domain and scanned with a 175W, 2 m/s, 54µm diameter laser for 100µs.

Finally, a 40µm mesh is superimposed on the results of a particle-

scale melting model and the average melt fraction in each cell calculated for

comparison to the bed-scale models. This is done for 10 different particle

packing structure realizations and the results averaged across realizations. The

resulting melt fraction predictions are shown in Figure 3.44. The bed-scale

results have been cropped to show the relevant portion of the domain. The
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cells marked 1,2 and 3 in Figure 3.44 all have the same centroid locations

relative to the laser scan path and the same volume.

Figure 3.44: Comparison of solid fraction predictions using 1) Particle-scale
melting model with mesh super-imposed 2) Bed-scale powder melting model,
in which the gp(T ) curve is computed from the particle-scale melt model 3)
Bed-scale bulk material melting model, in which gp(T ) assumes a bulk material
with melting occurring between solidus and liquidus temperatures

To examine the difference between the approaches to melt prediction

quantitatively, the calculated melt fraction for the cells or groups of cells

marked as 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 3.44 are shown in Table 3.16. Cells in the

center of the domain are chosen to avoid the effects of the domain boundaries

and the beginning and end of the laser path. The error in Table 3.16 is de-

fined as the difference between the melt fraction predicted by the particular

bed-scale model and that predicted by the ensemble average of the 10 different

realizations used in the the particle-scale melting model.

As can be seen, assuming that the melt properties of the powder are the

same of that of the bulk leads to an under-estimation of the melt fraction in the

cells not directly under the laser path. This is because the bulk melt properties
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Table 3.16: Predicted Melt Fractions

Cell
#

Particle-
scale
Model

Bed-
scale
Bulk

Bed-
scale
Bulk
Error

Bed-
scale
Powder

Bed-
scale
Powder
Error

1 0.28 0 0.28 0.27 0.01
2 1 1 0 1 0
3 0.25 0 0.25 0.27 0.02

do not properly account for partial melt in the powders since melting can only

occur when enough energy has been input to raise all the powder in the cell

above the solidus temperature.

On the other hand, using the bed-scale powder melting model allows

the uneven melting of the powder to be approximated. The partial melt oc-

curring at low temperatures is representative of the fact that some material

closer to the laser may be above the melt temperature even though the average

temperature in a cell is not. Using the bed-scale powder melting model, all

the bed-scale melt fraction predictions fall well within the expected 0.22 melt

fraction uncertainty. Additionally, this uncertainty estimate incorporates pow-

der effects such as packing structure variation and quantifies the uncertainty

introduced by these effects. In contrast, bed-scale modeling based solely on

bulk material properties provides no clear method by which this can be ac-

complished.
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3.4 Conclusions

Three particle-scale models of the SLM process are developed and im-

plemented using MFiX-DEM and OpenFOAM. In the first, a ray-tracing tech-

nique is used to model particle-laser interactions and predict bulk optical prop-

erties, extinction and absorption coefficients, from the optical properties of the

solid material. Calculated properties are in good agreement with previous com-

putational models and experimental measurements. The variation of the bulk

extinction and absorption coefficients with finite bed depth, solid absorptivity,

laser spot size, and polydispersity is quantified. The largest variations occur

with finite bed depth and solid absorptivity and correlations are developed for

these scenarios.

In the second particle-scale model, the existing MFiX-DEM heat trans-

fer modules are enhanced by the addition of a ray-tracing technique for particle-

particle and particle-wall radiation. The model is used to calculate thermal

conductivity of metal powder beds. Quantification of uncertainties in model

inputs as well as bed layout and consolidation is included. The DEM model

necessarily assumes beds made up of smooth, spherical particles. For metal

powder beds, the assumption is good and calculated results are in good agree-

ment with experimental data without the need for calibration. For ceramics,

this is not the case, and calibration is necessary, but good agreement with

experimental results is achieved after calibration of contact conduction and

particle-fluid-particle models. The variation of the effective thermal conduc-

tivity with temperature, Young’s modulus, gas conductivity, emissivity, finite
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bed depth and polydispersity is quantified. As temperature and gas conduc-

tivity are found to have the most impact, a correlation is proposed to calculate

the effective thermal conductivity from these two quantities for metal beds in

air.

In the last particle-scale model, a melting model of an SLM powder

bed is developed and implemented using MFiX-DEM and OpenFOAM. MFiX-

DEM is used to generate particle packing structures. These are then converted

to a mesh representation and imported into the OpenFOAM finite volume

framework in which the model governing equations for fluid flow, heat trans-

fer, and radiation are solved. Results from the model are compared against

experimental measurements for stainless steel and titanium plates and powders

undergoing laser melting in SLM and good agreement is obtained accounting

for uncertainties in model inputs.

The model is then used to calculate effective, powder, temperature-melt

fraction curves for stainless steel. The effects of variations in element position,

packing structure, and laser parameters on these curves are examined and

quantified. It is shown that using the melting properties calculated this way

in a bed-scale model leads to better predictions of partial melting.

All particle-scale models provide methods to calculate bulk effective

properties for powders that are difficult to obtain otherwise. Correlations for

extinction and absorption coefficients, effective thermal conductivities, and

temperature-melt fraction relationships are developed for certain materials

and will be used in the following chapter in a bed-scale simulation. Just as
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importantly, the particle-scale simulations allow the quantification of uncer-

tainty at the particle level due to powder effects that is not possible with other

methods.
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Chapter 4

Bed-Scale Stress Model

In this chapter, the coupled bed-scale thermal-mechanical model is in-

troduced for the prediction of residual stress in SLM parts. Models for predict-

ing residual stress have been reported in the literature with varying degrees of

complexity. Mercelis and Kruth [36] proposed a simple analytical model for

predicting the residual stress in rectangular geometries assuming purely elastic

deformations. Zaeh and Branner [76] and Li et al. [32] developed computa-

tional models for predicting residual stress relying on effective heat sources

and effective stress profiles, respectively, neglecting the details of the laser mo-

tion in order to make faster predictions. Hodge et al. [23] developed a coupled

thermal-mechanical model for the prediction of temperature and stress profiles

during an SLM build with fully resolved laser motion using a J2 elastic-plastic

material model. However, none of these works presented a quantitative uncer-

tainty analysis and made only qualitative comparisons to experimental data.

The governing differential equations for the thermal model are the same

as those used in Chapter 1. The mechanical governing equations for an elastic-

plastic medium are developed. An adaptive finite volume discretization scheme

is described and implemented in OpenFOAM. Bed-scale effective properties
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are calculated using the particle-scale models from Chapter 3. The residual

stress in a single layer of consolidated powder is predicted and compared to the

experimental data of Yadroitsava et al. [73]. The thermal boundary condition

imposed on the bottom boundary of the domain is found to have a large impact

on the resulting solution, and a parameter sweep is done to determine an

appropriate value for this parameter. Uncertainty quantification is performed

based on the expected variability in the powder porosity, which is found to

contribute to a large uncertainty on the residual stress prediction.

4.1 Governing Equations

For small strains, total strain can be decomposed into elastic, plastic,

and thermal components [41], as shown in Equation 4.1.

ε = εe + εp + εt (4.1)

Thus, the strain increment, the change in strain over an increment of time,

∆t, can also be decomposed, as given by Equation 4.2.

∆ε = ∆εe + ∆εp + ∆εt (4.2)

∆εe is the elastic strain increment, ∆εp is the plastic strain increment, and

∆εt is the thermal strain increment. The thermal strain increment is given by

Equation 4.3 [41].

∆εt =

∫ T2

T1

α(T )dT (4.3)

T1 and T2 are the temperatures at the beginning and end of the time increment

and α is the coefficient of thermal expansion. ∆εe is related to the incremental
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stress through Hooke’s law for elastic, isotropic materials as given in Equation

4.4.

∆σ = 2µ∆εe + λItr(∆εe) (4.4)

λ and µ are Lamé’s parameters for the material. This in turn can be expressed

in terms of the total strain using equation 4.2.

∆σ = 2µ(∆ε−∆εp −∆εt) + λItr(∆ε−∆εp −∆εt) (4.5)

The stress increment is related to the displacement increment through New-

ton’s law.

ρ
∂2
(
~∆u
)

∂t2
= ∇ ·∆σ (4.6)

For the plastic strain increment, ∆εp, a J2 plasticity model is employed.

This model is based on the work of von Mises, who suggested that the yielding

of metals is governed by the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor,

denoted J2. The J2 plasticity model has been shown to accurately predict

yielding in ductile metals, such as stainless steel. Additionally, it is defined by

a smooth yield function that is easily implemented numerically [6]. Hodge et

al. [23] implemented a J2 plasticity model in their SLM modeling work and

were able to get qualitative agreement with experimental results.

In the J2 plasticity model, ∆εp is calculated by enforcing the inequality

that the von Mises equivalent stress not exceed the yield strength.√
3

2
s : s ≤ σy (4.7)
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s is the deviatoric of the total stress, σ + ∆σ, and σy is the yield strength of

the material.

Finally, the model is closed by relating the strain increment to the

displacement increment.

∆ε =
1

2

(
∇ ~∆u+

(
∇ ~∆u

)T)
(4.8)

All domain boundaries are taken as zero stress except for the bottom bound-

ary where the powder couples to the baseplate, where a zero displacement

condition is used. For the stress model, σ is the output quantity of interest,

α, λ, and µ are properties of the material and the temperature, T , provides

coupling to the thermal model.

4.2 Implementation Details

The elasto-plastic governing equations are implemented into the Open-

FOAM finite volume solver. However, due to limitations of the OpenFOAM

solver, it is not possible to implement a fully implicit solution to the linear

elastic problem. Equations 4.4, 4.6, and 4.8 combine to form an expression for

the displacement increment.

ρ
∂2
(
~∆u
)

∂t2
= ∇·

(
µ

(
∇ ~∆u+

(
∇ ~∆u

)T)
+ λItr

(
∇ ~∆u+

(
∇ ~∆u

)T))
(4.9)

While the expression in Equation 4.9 is linear in ~∆u, the discretization frame-

work in OpenFOAM does not provide a mechanism for resolving all the cou-

pling between the vector components implicitly. Therefore, a partially implicit
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formulation is used in which the right hand side of Equation 4.9 is broken down

into implicit and explicit parts. The implicit part is given by Equation 4.10

and the explicit part given by 4.11.

∇ ·
(

(2µ+ λ)∇ ~∆u
)

(4.10)

∇·
(
µ

(
∇ ~∆u+

(
∇ ~∆u

)T)
+ λItr

(
∇ ~∆u+

(
∇ ~∆u

)T))
−∇·

(
(2µ+ λ)∇ ~∆u

)
(4.11)

The non-elastic components of the stress model (∆εp and ∆εt) are also

handled explicitly. ∆εt does not depend on the displacement increment and

is thus simply included as a fixed source term. ∆εp, however, is calculated at

each iteration using an elastic predictor-plastic corrector method.

First, a trial stress, σt, is computed assuming a fully elastic response

(∆εp = 0). Then, the von Mises equivalent stress, σte, is computed for each

cell using Equation 4.7. For cells in which the inequality is not violated, the

already computed fully elastic response holds and no update of ∆εp is made.

For cells in which the von Mises equivalent stress exceeds the yield strength,

a plastic strain increment is calculated to return the equivalent stress to the

yield surface. A scalar plastic strain increment, ∆p is calculated such that

Equation 4.12 is satisfied.

σte − 3µ∆p− σy = 0 (4.12)

Then, ∆εp is calculated using Equation 4.13.

∆εp =
3

2
∆p
st

σte
(4.13)
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Equation 4.5 is then used to update the stress increment for the next iteration

and the solution iterated until the relative change in the displacement field

with each iteration is below a prescribed tolerance.

The stress model also requires that Lamé’s parameters, µ and λ, be

specified for the powder and the air when these quantities are only well defined

for a solid. To get around this, Lamé’s parameters for air and powder are set

to be 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the values for the solid material, as

it is determined that reducing them further has little impact on the solution

and slows down convergence. Thus, air and powder cells provide very little

resistance to deformation and allow the solid cells they border to deform freely.

Powder and air are also set to have thermal expansion coefficients of zero and

arbitrarily large yield strengths so they do not undergo thermal expansion or

plastic deformation.

4.3 Discretization

The problem domain is discretized using the same finite volume method

as the bed-scale thermal model. However, the size of the spatial and temporal

discretizations are controlled dynamically. Resolving the solution in the area of

the domain directly under the laser requires a much finer mesh than in areas

of the domain not exposed to the laser and simply undergoing conduction

and deformation. Similarly, resolving the melt dynamics induced by the laser

requires a much smaller time step than when the laser is switched off and the

part is just cooling awaiting a layer addition or after build completion.
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As the location of the laser in the domain is known beforehand, it is

possible to predict where a finer mesh resolution will be required. At specified

time intervals, all cells in the domain are checked to see if they will be impacted

by the laser during the interval. Those cells that will be impacted are refined

one level by dividing the single hexahedral cell into 8 child cells. This process is

repeated recursively until all cells that the laser will impact have been refined

to a specified finest refinement level. In order to ensure convergence of the

solution, a 2:1 refinement rule is enforced in which cells are only allowed to

border cells that are at most one level finer or coarser. Thus, refinement of

certain cells may trigger additional refinements of cells that are not necessarily

impacted by the laser such that the 2:1 rule is enforced.

At the same time, mesh coarsening is performed in regions of the do-

main not impacted by the laser where the fine-level mesh will no longer be

needed. All cells that will not be impacted by the laser during the time

interval are considered as candidates for coarsening. Coarsening occurs by re-

incorporating 8 child cells back into the original parent cell from which they

were split. However, in order to preserve the sharp interface between consol-

idated powder, loose powder, and air, cells are only allowed to be coarsened

if all child cells contain the same material. Thus, a cell that contains 100%

consolidated material can only be coarsened if the 7 other cells that were split

from the same parent cell also contain 100% consolidated material.
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4.4 Results

In order to test the ability of the stress model to accurately predict the

residual stresses in parts produced using SLM, model results are compared

to the experimental results of Yadroitsava et al. [73]. Yadroitsava measured

experimentally the residual stress present in a single layer of 316 stainless steel

powder melted onto a stainless steel substrate using SLM. The layer thickness

used is 40µm and the size of the area being melted is 1cm x 1cm. Residual

stresses were measured in directions parallel and perpendicular to the laser

scan direction in the plane of the powder bed. Measurements are made at the

center of the part, both at the bottom of the layer, near the substrate, and at

the top, near the free surface [73].

In order to compare to Yadroitsava’s results, simulations are conducted

using a domain consisting of a single layer of stainless steel powder. The effec-

tive thermal conductivity of the powder used for the simulations is 0.34 W/m

K, calculated using the relation developed in the particle-scale conductivity

model and given by Equation 3.27. The remaining thermal properties for 316

stainless steel are given by Table 3.9 and are volume averaged with those of

the background air based on the porosity of the powder bed, ε. Thus, the

effective specific heat used, for example, is given by (1− ε)csteel + εcair.

Mechanical properties are given by Hodge et al. [23]. As properties

such as Young’s modulus and yield strength are temperature dependent, poly-

nomial curve fits are applied to Hodge’s mechanical property values to create

functions that can be used by the simulation. Mechanical properties used in
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the simulation are summarized in Table 4.1. Laser parameters used in the sim-

ulation are chosen to match those used by Yadroitsava and are summarized in

Table 4.2.

Table 4.1: 316 Stainless Steel Mechanical Properties

Property Value
Young’s Modulus 2.304e11 - 9.3795e7T Pa (T in K)
Coefficient of Ther-
mal Expansion

1.2989e-5 + 8.4443e-9T - 2.8339e-
12T 2 1/K (T in K)

Yield Strength 4.2094e8 - 6.004e5T + 3.9859e2T 2 -
0.1143T 3 Pa (T in K)

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3

Table 4.2: Laser Properties for Stainless Steel Stress Calculations [73]

Property Case 1
Power 50 W
Speed 10 cm/s
Beam Diame-
ter (FWHM)

70 µm

Similar to the thermal properties, the mechanical properties of stainless

steel are volume averaged with those of air using the porosity to calculate the

effective mechanical properties for the consolidated powder. However, as the

Youngs modulus and yield strength of air are not well defined and thus set to

be three orders of magnitude smaller than those of steel, they are essentially

zero. Thus, the porosity effectively scales the mechanical properties of steel to

calculate the properties of the consolidated powder.
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Porosity, however, can vary significantly within a powder bed depending

on the packing structure of the underlying particles. In order to assess the

possible variations in porosity, fifteen different 200µm x 200µm x 40µm powder

beds are randomly generated using the DEM with particles of 27 µm average

diameter and a standard deviation of 4.25 µm. The porosity is then measured

in a 40µm cube in the center of each domain. The average porosity calculated

across the fifteen different realizations is 0.63, with a standard deviation of

0.05.

The computational domain is meshed using a uniform mesh size of

10µm. This is selected as further mesh refinement results in variations of less

than 5% for the maximum value of both the temperature and stress solutions.

Time step sizes are controlled based on the laser parameters such that the

laser moves a distance of at most its own radius during a time step.

In order to save computational expense, the substrate on which the

powder layer is melted is not modeled explicitly. Instead, a zero displacement

boundary condition is enforced at the bottom of the powder layer for the stress-

displacement solution. This is representative of the fact that the powder is

being melted on top of a large, stiff baseplate.

A convective boundary condition is imposed on the bottom boundary

for the thermal equation. The convection coefficient used in the boundary

condition accounts for the contact resistance between the powder layer and

the baseplate, a large thermal sink initially at ambient temperature, as well

as the decrease of thermal gradient due to the heating of the plate near the
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powder. A depiction of the domain with imposed boundary conditions domain

is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Simulation Domain with Boundary Conditions

While the thermal gradients in the baseplate could be modeled by in-

cluding all or a portion of the plate in the simulation domain, the contact

resistance cannot be readily estimated or measured. Thus, the convective co-

efficient on the bottom of the domain is a simulation parameter that cannot be

easily set. Therefore, a parameter sweep is conducted to examine the effect of

the convective coefficient on the predicted residual stress in the center of the

domain for the nominal powder bed porosity of 0.63. The results are shown

in Figure 4.2.

As is expected, changing the convective coefficient ceases to have an

impact on the results once it gets above about O(108) W/m2K. This value

is high enough, given the mesh size, that the coefficient no longer poses an
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Figure 4.2: Residual Stress Results with Different Values of Convective Coef-
ficient

impediment to heat flow from the boundary and thus no longer has an effect

on the temperature solution.

However, prior to this leveling off, increases in the convective heat trans-

fer coefficient lead to a decrease in the residual stress in both directions both

at the top and bottom of the powder layer for smaller convective coefficients

and an increase in residual stress for larger convective coefficients. This can

be explained by examining the effects of the convective coefficient on the tem-

perature profile. Figure 4.3 show the temperature profile of a portion of the

domain 0.01 seconds after the laser has completed a scan line for two different

convective coefficients. The first is for a coefficient of 2× 105W/m2K and the

second is for a coefficient of 2×106W/m2K. As can be seen from Figure 4.2, in

this case the higher convective coefficient leads to lower residual stress. As can

be observed in the temperature profiles, a much higher temperature gradient

along the surface of the bed exists for the lower convective coefficient. This is
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because heat is not drawn out of the bottom of the bed as quickly and thus

has an opportunity to diffuse outwards. These larger temperature gradients

lead to larger residual stresses as the material deforms unevenly in response

to different temperatures, leading to larger unbalanced stresses.

Figure 4.3: Temperature Profiles 0.01 Seconds After the Completion of a Scan
Line for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2× 105W/m2K (b) 2× 106W/m2K

Figure 4.4 show the temperature profile of a portion of the domain 0.01

seconds after the laser has completed a scan line for convective coefficients of

2 × 106W/m2K and 2 × 109W/m2K. Figure 4.2 indicates that in this range,

the larger convective coefficient generates larger residual stresses. As can be

seen in the profiles, the bed with the higher convective coefficient has cooled

faster, yielding lower temperatures at the same point in time. Faster cooling

leads to larger residual stresses as the material does not have as much time to

deform in order to accommodate the thermal stresses produced during cool-

ing. Thus, the decrease and then increase of residual stress with convective

coefficient shown in Figure 4.2 can be explained as a combination of two ef-
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fects: higher convective coefficients allowing more heat to escape uniformly

out of the bottom of the domain yielding more even cooling, followed by faster

cooling not allowing enough time for deformation. Using these result, con-

Figure 4.4: Temperature Profiles 0.01 Seconds After the Completion of a Scan
Line for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2× 106W/m2K (b) 2× 109W/m2K

vective coefficients on the order of 105W/m2K and 106W/m2K are found to

produce residual stresses closest to those measured by Yadroitsava, and thus

are selected as the possible boundary values for uncertainty quantification.

Aside from the unknown convective coefficient, significant uncertain-

ties exist in the stress predictions as a result of the porosity variability. Thus,

porosity is considered to be a Gaussian random variable with a mean of 0.63

and standard deviation of 0.05, based on the particle packing calculations dis-

cussed previously. Figure 4.5 shows how residual stresses vary with porosity

over two standard deviations. As is expected, as porosity increases, residual

stresses decrease as the consolidated powder effectively becomes less stiff. Ad-

ditionally, the difference in residual stress between the bottom of the domain,
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Figure 4.5: Residual Stress Results with Different Values of Porosity for Con-
vective Coefficient of 2× 106W/m2K

near the plate, and the top of the domain, near the free surface, also decreases

as a less stiff material means less of a stress gradient.

Simulations are conducted to predict the probability density of the

residual stresses in the x and y directions both near the bottom and top of

the layer at the center of the domain using the polynomial chaos method

with a second order polynomial fit. Porosity is considered to be the dominant

uncertainty in the system as it scales all of the mechanical properties of the

material, causing larger variations than those due to the uncertainty in the

mechanical properties of 316 stainless steel. Other parameters, such as thermal

and laser input parameters, are held constant as well. Perturbations to these

parameters are found to cause changes to the stress solution much smaller

than those observed with porosity.

The resulting probability density functions are shown in Figures 4.7,
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4.6, 4.9, and 4.8 for both convective coefficients selected. For each density

function, 90% confidence intervals are computed using the most likely method

in which the density function is integrated from highest probability density to

lowest probability density until a total probability of 90% is reached. These

confidence intervals are shown on each of the plots as well as the values mea-

sured by Yadroitsava for the residual stresses.

Figure 4.6: Probability Density Function of X-Direction Residual Stress
Near Free Surface for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2 × 105W/m2K (b)
2× 106W/m2K

Figure 4.7: Probability Density Function of X-Direction Residual Stress Near
Substrate for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2×105W/m2K (b) 2×106W/m2K

As can be seen, for the convective coefficient of 2 × 106W/m2K, all

the measured values fall within the 90% confidence intervals. On the other
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Figure 4.8: Probability Density Function of Y-Direction Residual Stress
Near Free Surface for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2 × 105W/m2K (b)
2× 106W/m2K

Figure 4.9: Probability Density Function of Y-Direction Residual Stress Near
Substrate for Convective Coefficients of (a) 2×105W/m2K (b) 2×106W/m2K
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hand, a convective coefficient of 2 × 105W/m2K results in the measurements

falling outside the 90% confidence intervals for all cases. This indicates that

the choice of convective coefficient has a significant impact on the capability

of the model to make predictions in line with experimental data and that a

convective coefficient of 2× 106W/m2K yields predictions that agree with the

experimental results given the expected variability due to porosity. Although

a more systematic calibration of the convective coefficient may be possible

to bring the predicted means even closer to the experimental data, the large

uncertainty due to porosity means that this would mostly be fitting to noise.

For both convective coefficients tested, what is evident is the large uncertainty

in residual stress that the variation in the porosity causes. The standard

deviations of the residual stress predictions are on the order of 50% of the

prediction. This indicates that the uncertainty in the porosity, a result of the

random nature of the powder bed, introduces a large uncertainty in the stress

calculation that makes precise predictions difficult.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Although computational modeling has been advanced as a possible so-

lution to some of the challenges of SLM, particularly for predicting process

outcomes as a result of input parameters, most existing models have focused

on modeling the processing deterministically, without a quantification of uncer-

tainty. This has precluded previous modeling efforts from making quantitative

comparisons to experimental data and also make process variability prediction

impossible.

The goal of this thesis was to develop a model of the SLM process

that is capable of predicting a temperature and stress history of an SLM part

with systematic uncertainty quantification. In order to do this, a multi-scale

modeling framework with uncertainty quantification is introduced that applies

systematic uncertainty estimation to identify the largest sources of uncertainty

in bed-scale models and uses particle-scale modeling to predict and estimate

uncertainties on input parameters that have the largest impact. In so doing,

this thesis introduces a mechanism for using results and uncertainties from

particle-scale models in larger bed-scale models.
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5.1 Contributions of the thesis

Multi-scale modeling framework. An important contribution of the the-

sis is the development of a multiscale framework for the modeling of SLM

processes. This multi-scale modeling framework presents a novel way of using

detailed, particle-scale simulations to predict effective properties for bed-scale

simulations of powder-based additive manufacturing processes. Additionally,

it introduces rigorous uncertainty quantification into the SLM modeling pro-

cess, and provides a means to transmit uncertainties at the particle scale into

the bed-scale simulations. Without such a mechanism, no method currently

exist with which to estimate the impact of particle-scale variations on the

output of a bed-scale model.

Bed-scale thermal model. A preliminary bed-scale thermal model of the

process is developed and is shown to contain large uncertainties due to poorly

characterized effective powder bulk properties. Therefore, detailed powder-

scale models are developed in order to predict these properties.

Particle-scale optical model. The DEM is used to generate random ar-

rangements of spherical powder particles with any desired size distribution.

Ray tracing is used to predict detailed laser-powder interactions to calculate

effective extinction and absorption coefficients. For the first time, the impact

of SLM-specific scenarios such as shallow bed depth, particle size distribution,

and packing structure are considered and quantified. Correlations are devel-
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oped for these scenarios to allow effective optical properties to be accurately

set in bed-scale models. Uncertainties developed for these correlations include

particle-scale effects, such as packing structure, thus providing a novel way for

uncertainties to be propagated from the particle-scale to the bed-scale.

Particle-scale conductivity model. DEM heat transfer constitutive mod-

els are used to predict the effective thermal conductivity of powders. A novel

ray-tracing based radiation heat transfer constitutive model is introduced, al-

lowing the effects of high temperature on the effective thermal conductivity

to be predicted. Other scenarios common in SLM are also considered for the

first time, such as bed height and polydispersity. Correlations with uncer-

tainty are developed, again including particle level effects that allow them to

be propagated upwards into bed-scale models.

Particle-scale melting model. A hybrid DEM-continuum model is devel-

oped to model the melting behavior of metal powders. For the first time, a

systematic uncertainty quantification is done for a detailed melting model, al-

lowing quantitative comparison to experimental results, with which it is shown

to agree within the estimated uncertainty. An effective temperature-melt frac-

tion relation is also developed for the first time. The developed relation is

shown to be an improvement over existing techniques for capturing the melt-

ing of powders at the bed-scale, as it better predicts partial melting. Again,

uncertainties are developed for this relation, including particle effects, that

can be propagated upwards into bed-scale models.
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Bed-scale stress model. A coupled, bed-scale thermal-mechanical model is

developed and implemented in OpenFOAM. A calibration parameter, the heat

transfer coefficient between the powder bed and the baseplate, is identified

as significantly impacting the results of the model. A parameter sweep is

conducted to determine where the heat transfer coefficient value is likely to

lie based on experimental results. Additionally, the variable porosity of the

powder bed is identified as a significant source of uncertainty, resulting in a

50% uncertainty on the residual stress.

5.2 Future Work

Uncertainty Reduction. As powder packing structure has been identified

as a significant source of uncertainty, future particle-scale modeling of pow-

der deposition processes could provide further insight into how to characterize

powder bed structures and possibly reduce the modeling uncertainty surround-

ing them.

Physical Model Improvements. The stress model used in this thesis was

built around an elasto-plastic material model. This assumes small strains that

can be decomposed into elastic, plastic, and thermal components. Addition-

ally, it relies on material properties that are not well known or well defined at

high temperatures and when the material is in the liquid phase. An improved,

thermodynamic-based material model able to account for large deformations

and phase change would improve the accuracy and utility of the stress model.
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Improving Computational Time. The builds modeled in this work, even

at the bed scale, are small compared to parts that are typically built using

these processes, but still consume significant computational resources. In the

thermal-mechanical model, solving for the mechanical response consumes most

of the computational time. Performance could likely be improved by imple-

menting a coupled block solver mechanism within the finite volume framework

for the solution of the elastic-plastic equation. Such a solver could implicitly

resolve the coupling between the vector components and remove the need to

iterate in order to solve the linear problem. This, combined with a Newton

solver to resolve the non-linearities could significantly improve performance.

A finite element implementation could be used as well to resolve the vector

components implicitly.

Even with this improvement, however, computational time is likely to

continue to be a challenge. The main bottleneck is the number of computa-

tional grid cells needed to resolve the laser as compared to the overall size of

the domain. Even with adaptive meshing, the number of required mesh ele-

ments is large and thus computationally expensive. Accurate, reduced-order

models are needed for applications such as control and optimization which

require many model evaluations.

Multi-scale property prediction. Phenomena such as micro-structure for-

mation, which can have a large influence on part material properties, have not

been considered as part of this work but are important considerations in order
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to fully understand the possible variability in these processes. The multi-scale

modeling framework introduced here could be extended in the future to in-

clude micro-structure and mechanical property models at the particle-scale

that inform material properties at the bed-scale.

New materials. This thesis has focused on modeling the behavior of metal

powders, and the techniques should be applicable to all powders that undergo

melting during processing. However, some materials, particularly ceramics,

are sintered together as opposed to melted. New particle-scale models that

capture this sintering physics as opposed to the melt, flow, and solidification

processes considered here would need to be developed to model these materials.

Experimental data. A challenge throughout this thesis has been the scarcity

of experimental data. Collecting SLM data is an expensive and challenging

process and, often, the data that can be collected is limited to a very small

number of quantities of interest. However, recently, researchers have begun

outfitting SLM machines with more instruments, including high speed ther-

mal imaging cameras and optical coherence tomography. Such instruments

introduce the ability to monitor temperature profiles and melt pool shapes

while a build is in progress. Not only does this present opportunities for much

more detailed model validation than has previously been possible, but also

to use collected data to inform model predictions to increase accuracy and

decrease variability.
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Micro-SLM. All work done in this thesis has assumed geometric optic ef-

fects, meaning that particles are large compared to the wavelength of the lasers

being used to process them. This assumption breaks down when particles on

the nanometer scale are used to produce microscopic parts. In order to accu-

rately capture the behavior of these powders, wave effects of the laser need to

be considered and Maxwell’s equations solved to predict how particles respond

to laser heating.
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Appendix A

Terms and Definitions

α Liquid Volume Fraction
α Optical Absorptivity
α Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
β Extinction Coefficient
β Volume Fraction of Solid
γ Volume Fraction of Fluid
δ Particle Overlap Distance
ε Strain
ε Momentum Sink Constant
ε Emissivity
ε Porosity
ζ Arbitrary Material Property
ζ(θ) Random Variable
θ Angle
κ Absorption Coefficient
λ Lame’s Parameter
λ Laser Wavelength
µ Mean
µ Shear Modulus
ν Poisson Ratio
ρ Density
σ Stress Tensor
σb Stefan-Boltzman Constant
σs Scattering Coefficient
σy Yield Stress
τ Fluid Stress Tensor
φj Basis Polynomials
ω Laser Characteristic Radius
Ω Domain Boundary
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A Surface Area
a Attenuation Coefficient
c Specific Heat
CAD Computer Aided Design
Dp Particle Diameter
DEM Discrete Element Method
E Young’s Modulus
F Force
F View Factor
Fs Surface Tension Force
G Irradiation Field
g Gravitational Constant
g(T) Melt Fraction
gPC Generalized Polynomial Chaos
H Enthalpy
I Radiation Intensity
k Thermal Conductivity
k Spring Constant for DEM Spring-Dashpot Model
lcond Minimum Conduction Distance
L Latent Heat
n Normal
P Laser Power
P Pressure
PDF Probability Density Function
PVA Poly(vinyl alcohol)

Q̇ Heat Flux
QoI Quantity of Interest
R Particle Radius
Rc Particle Contact Radius
S Mass Source
s Deviatoric of Stress Tensor
s Direction
SLM Selective Laser Melting
T Temperature
t Time
Tl Liquidus Temperature
Ts Solidus Temperature
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Tref Reference Temperature
Ti-6Al-4V Titanium Alloy
u Fluid Velocity
u Direction
u Displacement
v Speed
VOF Volume of Fluid
X(θ) Quantity of Interest
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Appendix B

OpenFOAM Implementation Details

B.1 Melt Model

The implementation of the particle-scale melt model is based on the

OpenFOAM v3.0+ interFoam solver for multi-phase flow [43]. The Open-

FOAM PIMPLE flow solver is modified to reflect the use of the porosity formu-

lation of the Navier-Stokes equations. First, the formation of the momentum

equation matrix is modified to include the coefficient γ, the volume fraction

of a cell not occupied by solid, un-melted material.

//UEqn .H
// Poros i t y formu la t ion o f the momentum equat ion
dimens ionedSca lar odt = 1.0/ runTime . deltaT ( ) ;

s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d muf = mixture . muf ( ) ∗
f v c : : i n t e r p o l a t e (gamma ) ;
fvVectorMatr ix UEqn
(
fvm : : ddt (gamma, rho , U) + fvm : : div ( rhoPhi , U)
− fvm : : l a p l a c i a n (muf , U)
+ fvm : : Sp((1−gamma)∗(1−gamma) /
max(gamma∗gamma∗gamma, 1 e−20)∗ rho∗odt , U)
− ( fvc : : grad (U) & fvc : : grad (muf ) )
) ;

UEqn . r e l a x ( ) ;
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Next, the OpenFOAM PISO solver is modified to incorporate the γ coefficient

into the solution of the pressure equation.

//pEqn .H
// Pressure c o r r e c t i o n modi f i ed f o r p o r o s i t y formu la t ion
v o l S c a l a r F i e l d rAU( ”rAU” , 1 .0/UEqn .A( ) ) ;
s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d rAUf ( ”rAUf” , fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e (rAU ) ) ;
s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d gammaf
(
”gammaf” ,
f vc : : i n t e r p o l a t e (gamma)
) ;
s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d gammaf2 ( ”gammaf2” , gammaf ∗ gammaf ) ;

vo lVec to rF i e ld HbyA( ”HbyA” , U) ;
HbyA = rAU∗UEqn .H( ) ;

s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d phiHbyA
(
”phiHbyA” ,
( fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e (HbyA) & mesh . Sf ( ) ) ∗
f v c : : i n t e r p o l a t e (gamma)
) ;

s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d phig
(
(
sur faceTens ion ∗ gammaf
− ghf ∗ f v c : : snGrad ( rho ) ∗ gammaf2
)∗ rAUf∗mesh . magSf ( )
) ;

phiHbyA += phig ;

while ( pimple . correctNonOrthogonal ( ) )
{
f vSca la rMatr ix p rghEqn
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(
fvm : : l a p l a c i a n ( rAUf∗gammaf2 , p rgh )
== fvc : : d iv (phiHbyA)
) ;

p rghEqn . s e tRe f e r ence
(
pRefCel l ,
getRefCe l lVa lue ( p rgh , pRefCel l )
) ;

p rghEqn . s o l v e
(
mesh . s o l v e r ( p rgh . s e l e c t ( pimple . f i n a l I n n e r I t e r ( ) ) )
) ;

i f ( pimple . f ina lNonOrthogona l I t e r ( ) )
{
phi = phiHbyA − p rghEqn . f l u x ( ) ;

U = HbyA + rAU∗ f v c : : r e c o n s t r u c t
(
(
sur faceTens ion
− ghf ∗ f v c : : snGrad ( rho ) ∗ gammaf
− f v c : : snGrad ( p rgh ) ∗ gammaf
) ∗ mesh . magSf ( )
) ;
U. correctBoundaryCondit ions ( ) ;
}
}

The VOF solver routines are also modified to include cell porosity.

The interFoam solver uses an implicit upwind predictor with an explicit flux

corrector in order to propagate the volume fraction field while preserving a
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sharp gas-liquid interface. First, the implicit predictor is modified to include

the γ coefficient as well as a source term representing the conversion of material

from solid to liquid due to melting and re-solidification.

// alphaEqn .H
// M o d i f i c a t i o n s to upwind p r e d i c t o r
f vSca la rMatr ix alpha1Eqn
(
(
LTS
? fv : : localEulerDdtScheme<s ca l a r >(mesh ) .
fvmDdt (gamma, alpha1 )
: fv : : EulerDdtScheme<s ca l a r >(mesh ) .
fvmDdt (gamma, alpha1 )
)
+ fv : : gaussConvectionScheme<s ca l a r>
(
mesh ,
phiCN ,
upwind<s ca l a r >(mesh , phiCN)
) . fvmDiv (phiCN , alpha1 ) == alphaSource
) ;

alpha1Eqn . s o l v e ( ) ;

Next, the explicit correction is updated. interFoam uses the OpenFOAM

MULES routine to accomplish the correction while bounding the resulting

volume fraction field between 0 and 1. The γ field must be provided to the

MULES routine.

// alphaEqn .H
// M o d i f i c a t i o n s to the e x p l i c i t c o r r e c t o r
tmp<s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d> talphaPhiCorr ( talphaPhiUn ( ) −
alphaPhi ) ;
v o l S c a l a r F i e l d alpha10 ( ” alpha10 ” , alpha1 ) ;
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MULES: : c o r r e c t
(
gamma,
alpha1 ,
talphaPhiUn ( ) ,
ta lphaPhiCorr ( ) ,
z e r o F i e l d ( ) ,
z e r o F i e l d ( ) ,
1 ,
0
) ;

// Under−r e l a x the c o r r e c t i o n f o r a l l
// but the 1 s t c o r r e c t o r
i f ( aCorr == 0)
{
alphaPhi += talphaPhiCorr ( ) ;
}
else
{
alpha1 = 0.5∗ alpha1 + 0.5∗ alpha10 ;
alphaPhi += 0.5∗ talphaPhiCorr ( ) ;
}

Finally, an new module is introduced in order to solve the energy equa-

tion. Effective properties are calculated for each cell depending on its volume

fraction of solid, liquid and gas. Then, the radiation field is solved for using the

OpenFOAM fvDOM module. Last, the enthalpy equation is solved iteratively

until the temperature and enthalpy fields converge.

//HEqn .H
//Module to s o l v e e n t h a l p y formu la t ion o f energy equat ion
// in order to c a l c u l a t e temperature f i e l d
meltModel . c a l c K e f f ( k e f f ) ;
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meltModel . ca lcCpFie ld (T, dhdT ) ;

s u r f a c e S c a l a r F i e l d Tf = fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e ( hInver se ) ;

meltModel . ca l cHf ( Tf , alphaPhi , phi , Hf ) ;
meltModel . ca lcCpf ( Tf , alphaPhi , phi , dhdTf ) ;
d imens ionedSca lar dt ( runTime . deltaT ( ) ) ;

so lverPer formance sp ;

rad ia t i on−>c o r r e c t ( ) ;

for ( int i t e r =0; i t e r<maxTIters ; i t e r ++)
{

T. s t o r e P r e v I t e r ( ) ;

fvSca la rMatr ix TEqn
(
fvm : : Sp (dhdT/dt ,T)
+ fvm : : div ( dhdTf ,T)
+ fvc : : d iv ( Hf−dhdTf∗ f v c : : i n t e r p o l a t e ( hInver se ) )
+ fvm : : Su ( (H−dhdT∗hInverse−H. oldTime ( ) ) / dt ,T)
− fvm : : l a p l a c i a n ( ke f f ,T)
==
enthVap
+ rad ia t i on−>Ru( )
− fvm : : Sp ( rad ia t i on−>Rp()∗pow3(T) , T)
) ;

sp = TEqn . s o l v e ( ) ;

// update e n t h a l p y f i e l d
H += dhdT∗(T−hInver se ) ;

// c a l c u l a t e hInverse
meltModel . f indTFie ld (H, hInver se ) ;
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// c a l c u l a t e dhdT
meltModel . ca lcCpFie ld ( hInverse , dhdT ) ;
Tf = fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e ( hInver se ) ;
meltModel . ca l cHf ( Tf , alphaPhi , phi , Hf ) ;
meltModel . ca lcCpf ( Tf , alphaPhi , phi , dhdTf ) ;

i f ( sp . i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l ( ) <= Tres idTol ) break ;
}

B.2 Thermo-mechanical Model

The enthalpy model implementation in OpenFOAM for the thermo-

mechanical model is similar to that for the melting model. This implementa-

tion is simpler however, as it does not contain convective terms in the enthalpy

equation and does not require a radiation transport equation solve. Radiation

heat losses from the top surface of the powder bed are handled with a vol-

umetric heat source which is split into implicit and explicit components to

improve convergence. The volumetric laser heat source does not depend on

temperature and so is calculated in advance.

meltModel . ca lcCpFie ld ( ) ;
meltModel . c a l c K e f f ( ) ;

d imens ionedSca lar dt ( runTime . deltaT ( ) ) ;

s c a l a r r e s i d u a l = 1 . 0 ;
so lverPer formance sp ;

s c a l a r F i e l d s tep ( mesh . nCe l l s ( ) , 1 . 0 ) ;
v o l S c a l a r F i e l d r e s
(
” r e s i d u a l ” ,
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(dhdT∗T + H − dhdT∗ hInver se − H. oldTime ( ) ) / dt −
f v c : : l a p l a c i a n ( ke f f ,T) − imp l i c i tHeatSource ∗T −
exp l i c i tHea tSou r c e − l a s e rHeatSource
) ;

for ( int i t e r =0; i t e r<maxTIters ; i t e r ++)
{
T. s t o r e P r e v I t e r ( ) ;
H. s t o r e P r e v I t e r ( ) ;
r e s . s t o r e P r e v I t e r ( ) ;
l a s e r . ca lcu lateRadHeatSources
(
exp l i c i tHeatSource ,
imp l i c i tHeatSource
) ;

r e s =
(dhdT∗T + H − dhdT∗ hInver se − H. oldTime ( ) ) / dt
− f v c : : l a p l a c i a n ( ke f f ,T) − imp l i c i tHeatSource ∗T
− exp l i c i tHea tSou r c e − l a s e rHeatSource ;

fvSca la rMatr ix TEqn
(
fvm : : Sp (dhdT/dt ,T)
+ fvm : : Su ( (H−dhdT∗hInverse−H. oldTime ( ) ) / dt ,T)
− fvm : : l a p l a c i a n ( ke f f ,T)
− fvm : : Sp ( impl i c i tHeatSource ,T)
==
exp l i c i tHea tSou r c e
+ lase rHeatSource
) ;

sp = TEqn . s o l v e ( ) ;

// decrease Newton s t e p s i z e i f r e s i d u a l i s not
// be ing reduced
f o r A l l ( res , c e l l i )
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{
i f
(
mag( r e s [ c e l l i ] ) >=
mag( r e s . p r e v I t e r ( ) [ c e l l i ] )
)
{
s tep [ c e l l i ] = step [ c e l l i ] ∗ 0 . 5 ;
}
else
{
s tep [ c e l l i ] = min
(
s tep [ c e l l i ] ∗ 2 . 0 ,
1 . 0
) ;
}
H[ c e l l i ] += step [ c e l l i ]∗dhdT [ c e l l i ]∗
(T[ c e l l i ]−hInver se [ c e l l i ] ) ;
}

meltModel . boundH ( ) ;
meltModel . f indTFie ld ( ) ;
meltModel . ca lcCpFie ld ( ) ;

r e s i d u a l = sp . i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l ( ) ;

i f ( ( r e s i d u a l <= Tres idTol ) && i t e r >= 2)
{
T = hInver se ;
break ;
}
}

The mechanical solver is based on the FOAM-extend-3.1 elasticPlasticSolid-

Foam solver. The incremental form of the linear elastic relations are used
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to calculate a trail stress. The main change is the inclusion of the thermal

stress term and the temperature dependent material properties term. After

the elastic trail stress is computed, the plastic model is called to update the

plastic strain increment in cells which are yielding. The FOAM-extend-3.1

aravasMises plasticity stress return method is used for the plastic model.

int iCorr = 0 ;
Foam : : SolverPerformance<Foam : : vec to r > s o l v e r P e r f ;
s c a l a r i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l = 1 . 0 ;
s c a l a r r e l a t i v e R e s i d u a l = 1 . 0 ;
s c a l a r p l a s t i c R e s i d u a l = 1 . 0 ;

// c a l c u l a t e m a t e r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
sModel . c a l c u l a t e ( ) ;
threeK = E/(1 . 0 − 2 .0∗nu ) ;
muf = fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e (mu, ”mu” ) ;
lambdaf = fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e ( lambda , ”lambda” ) ;

//Thermal s t r a i n
const v o l S c a l a r F i e l d& dT = sModel . dT ( ) ;
DEpsilonT = alpha∗dT;
// e f f e c t s o f temperature dependent
// m a t e r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
DSigmaThermal =
(
2∗dMudT∗( e p s i l o n − eps i lonT ∗ I − eps i l onP ) +
dLambdadT∗ I ∗ t r ( e p s i l o n − eps i lonT ∗ I − eps i l onP )
)∗dT;

do
{
DU. s t o r e P r e v I t e r ( ) ;

fvVectorMatr ix DUEqn
(
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rho∗fvm : : d2dt2 (DU)
==
fvm : : l a p l a c i a n
(
2∗muf + lambdaf ,
DU,
” l a p l a c i a n (DDU,DU) ”
)
+ fvc : : d iv
(
mu∗gradDU .T( ) + lambda ∗( I ∗ t r (gradDU ) )
− (mu + lambda )∗gradDU − threeK∗DEpsilonT∗ I ,
” div ( sigma ) ”
)
+ fvc : : d iv ( DSigmaThermal , ” div ( sigma ) ” )
− f v c : : d iv (2∗muf∗(mesh . Sf ( )
& fvc : : i n t e r p o l a t e ( DEpsilonP ) ) )
) ;

s o l v e r P e r f = DUEqn. s o l v e ( ) ;

i f ( iCorr == 0)
{
i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l =
s o l v e r P e r f . max ( ) . i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l ( ) ;
}

DU. r e l a x ( ) ;

gradDU = fvc : : grad (DU) ;

#include ” c a l c u l a t e R e l a t i v e R e s i d u a l .H”
#include ” calculateDEpsi lonDSigma .H”

// c o r r e c t p l a s t i c s t r a i n increment
p la s t i cMode l . c o r r e c t ( ) ;
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#include ” c a l c u l a t e P l a s t i c R e s i d u a l .H”
}
while
(
iCorr++ < 2
| |
s o l v e r P e r f . max ( ) . i n i t i a l R e s i d u a l ( ) >
convergenceTolerance
) ;

// Update t o t a l q u a n t i t i e s
U += DU;
e p s i l o n += DEpsilon ;
eps i l onP += plas t i cMode l . DEpsilonP ( ) ;
sigma += DSigma ;
eps i lonT += DEpsilonT ;
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